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On the non-existence of compact surfaces of genus one
with prescribed, almost constant mean curvature,
close to the singular limit
Paolo Caldiroli∗, Alessandro Iacopetti†
Abstract
In Euclidean 3-space endowed with a Cartesian reference system we consider a class of surfaces,
called Delaunay tori, constructed by bending segments of Delaunay cylinders with neck-size a and
n lobes along circumferences centered at the origin. Such surfaces are complete and compact,
have genus one and almost constant, say 1, mean curvature, when n is large. Considering a class
of mappings H : R3 Ñ R such that HpXq Ñ 1 as |X| Ñ 8 with some decay of inverse-power
type, we show that for n large and |a| small, in a suitable neighborhood of any Delaunay torus
with n lobes and neck-size a there is no parametric surface constructed as normal graph over the
Delaunay torus and whose mean curvature equals H at every point.
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1 Introduction and main results
In this paper we will study the problem of compact parametric surfaces in Euclidean 3-space with
genus one and prescribed, almost constant mean curvature.
As a starting point, we can refer to the deep and elegant result by A.D. Alexandrov [1] who in the
late 50’s proved that the only compact, connected, embedded surfaces with (non zero) constant mean
curvature (shortly, CMC) are Euclidean spheres. In particular, there is no compact, embedded CMC
surface with genus one. By the way, the embeddedness assumption is essential, since immersed CMC
tori exist, as proved by H. Wente in 1984 [31].
The basic issue we are going to address concerns the rigidity of the Alexandrov result when one
prescribes the mean curvature function as a perturbation of a constant.
Besides an intrinsic interest in Geometry (see problem 59 raised by S.T. Yau in [32]), considering
prescribed, non constant mean curvature functions, possibly close to a constant, is meaningful in
capillarity theory, in order to take account of external forces, like pressure differences or gravity (see,
e.g., [15]).
One can easily construct compact, embedded surfaces with genus one, having almost constant
mean curvature. For example, this can be accomplished by taking circular collars made by almost
tangent spheres with the same radius attached each other by very small necks shaped on suitably
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dilated catenoids (see [11]). Equivalently, one can take a piece of unduloid with a very small neck-size
and bend it along a circumference. This “multi-bubble” construction will be performed later on. In
fact, in [10] G. Ciraolo and F. Maggi proved that a compact, embedded surface with prescribed almost
constant mean curvature has to be close to an arrangement of almost tangent Euclidean spheres, and
qualitative estimates in terms of the oscillation of the mean curvature are provided.
Considering these facts, we can ask if, for a class of functions H : R3 Ñ R close to 1 and satisfying
suitable reasonable conditions, there exist parametric surfaces with genus one, mean curvature equal
to H at every point, and shaped on collars of almost tangent round spheres, as described above.
Let us point out that in the setting of CMC surfaces there are many remarkable results about
the existence of complete, compact/non-compact, embedded/non-embedded surfaces with prescribed
genus and a given number of ends (in the case of unbounded surfaces). Such surfaces are constructed
by gluing segments or halves of Delaunay surfaces, according to techniques introduced by Kapouleas
([20, 21]) and subsequently adjusted or revised by other authors (e.g., [3, 17, 18, 23, 24]).
In fact, a similar construction technique, with suitable adjustments, works even in other contexts.
For example, in the purely PDE setting of the nonlinear stationary Schro¨dinger equation
´∆u` V p|x|qu “ up, u ą 0 , u P H1pRN q (1.1)
where 1 ă p ă N`2
N´2 if N ě 3, 1 ă p ă 8 if N “ 2, and V is a radial potential such that
V prq “ 1` A
rβ
`O
ˆ
1
rβ`ν
˙
, as rÑ8 (1.2)
for some A ą 0, β ą 1 and ν ą 0, J. Wei and S. Yan in [30] proved that (1.1) admits infinitely many
non-radial positive solutions with a large number of bumps near the infinity, centered at the vertices
of a regular polygon, being each bump close to the ground state of ´∆u` u “ up. See also [14] and
[27] for the case of non radially symmetric potentials.
As a further example, let us discuss another problem, concerning planar closed curves with pre-
scribed curvature, given by a radial mapping K : R2 Ñ R such that
Kpxq “ 1` A|x|β `O
ˆ
1
|x|β`1
˙
, as |x| Ñ 8 , x P R2 (1.3)
for some A ‰ 0 and β ą 1. In [4] the authors constructed infinitely many closed curves with curvature
K, obtained by a very large number of approximate unit circumferences which curl in such a way that
their center moves along a circle of very large radius.
In this work we show that, quite surprisingly and somehow contrary to what published in [9], for a
class of mean curvature functions of the same form as (1.2) and (1.3), and in fact quite more general,
a similar multi-bubble construction cannot be accomplished, at least, to some extent.
Let us set out the details of our result. We will focus on a class of prescribed mean curvatures H
of the form
HpXq “ 1` ApX{|X |q|X |β `O
ˆ
1
|X |β`ν
˙
, as |X | Ñ 8 , X P R3 (1.4)
with A : S2 Ñ R regular enough, β ą 0 and ν ą 0. The choice of this class of functions is motivated by
previous works on the H-bubble problem (see, e.g., [5]). Also the decay of inverse-power type seems
reasonable for a wide class of geometric problems (see, e.g., [2, 29]).
As reference surfaces we consider Delaunay tori, which are nothing but long segments of Delaunay
cylinders bended along a circle, in order to give a compact surface with genus one. In terms of
parameterization, we can describe this class of surfaces as follows. We firstly introduce the Delaunay
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cylinders, in isothermal coordinates, given by
Xapt, θq “
»– xaptq cos θxaptq sin θ
zaptq
fifl (1.5)
where a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u is the Delaunay parameter, and xa and za solve$&%
x2a “ p1` 2γaqxa ´ 2x3a
xap0q “ 1` a
x1ap0q “ 0
"
z1a “ x2a ´ γa
zap0q “ 0 where γa “ ap1` aq . (1.6)
For every a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u the mapping Xa defines a parametric surface Σa with mean curvature 1,
axis of revolution on the x3-axis, and neck-size |a| (the neck-size is defined as the distance of Σa from
the symmetry axis). As ´ 1
2
ď a ă 0 the surfaces are embedded and are called unduloids, as a ą 0 the
surfaces have self-intersections and are called nodoids. In fig. 1 one can see the support of the curve
t ÞÑ pzaptq, xaptqq in the two cases. When aÑ 0 the limit configuration of the surface Σa corresponds
to a row of infinitely many tangent unit spheres placed along the x3-axis. Following [23], the case
aÑ 0 is sometimes called the singular limit.
|a|
1´|a|
a
1+a
Fig. 1-a. Profile curve of an unduloid (´ 1
2
ď a ă 0) Fig. 1-b. Profile curve of a nodoid (a ą 0)
We also point out that the function xa solving (1.6) is periodic of some period 2τa ą 0, whereas
zapt ` 2τaq “ 2ha ` zaptq pt P R) for some ha ą 0, with τa Ñ 8 and ha Ñ 1, as a Ñ 0 (see Lemma
2.3).
Then, fixing a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u and n P N sufficiently large, we define compact surfaces with genus
one, setting
Xn,apt, θq :“
»——–
xaptq cos θ`
nha
pi
` xaptq sin θ
˘
cos pizaptq
nha`
nha
pi
` xaptq sin θ
˘
sin pizaptq
nha
fiffiffifl . (1.7)
The map Xn,a turns out to be doubly-periodic with respect to the rectangle
Kn,a :“ r´nτa, nτas ˆ r´pi, pis
and provides a parametrization of a toroidal surface Σn,a obtained by cutting a section of the Delaunay
surface made by n lobes, and bending it along a circumference contained in the plane X ¨e1 “ 0, with
center at the origin and length 2nha. The surface Σn,a defines the so-called reference surface and it
can be named Delaunay torus.
We focus on a class of parametric surfaces which are normal graphs over Σn,a, that is, surfaces
admitting parameterizations of the form
Xpt, θq “ Xn,apt, θq ` ϕpt, θqNn,apt, θq
where
Nn,a :“ BtXn,a ^ BθXn,a|BtXn,a ^ BθXn,a|
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is the normal versor to Xn,a and ϕ : R
2 Ñ R is a function of class C2, doubly periodic with respect to
the rectangle Kn,a. The mapping ϕ rules the amplitude of the perturbation of the reference surface
Σn,a in the normal direction and has to be small in a suitable sense. Its smallness can vary in
correspondence to the bulks or to the necks, according to a somehow accurate pointwise control. This
is expressed in terms of the following weighted norm, involving also the derivatives, up to the second
order:
}ϕ}C2pKn,a;x´1a q :“ suppt,θqPKn,a
xaptq´1
`|ϕpt, θq| ` |∇ϕpt, θq| ` |D2ϕpt, θq|˘ . (1.8)
The weight x´1a for the perturbation ϕ is indeed necessary to ensure that Xn,a ` ϕNn,a is a
parameterization of a regular surface, uniformly with respect to a in a bounded set of the form
r´a0, a0szt0u and n ě n0 (see Remarks 2.5 and 3.6). The same weight even for the first derivatives
of ϕ is the right one if one aims to control the distance between the Gauss map of Xn,a ` ϕNn,a and
that one of Xn,a, uniformly with respect to the parameters a P r´a0, a0szt0u and n ě n0 (see Remark
B.4). A similar control for the mean curvature necessarily involves also the second derivatives, and
the weight x´1a is enough for our purposes. In view of this, we will be allowed to write a first order
expansion of the mean curvature of Xn,a ` ϕNn,a about the reference surface Xn,a (see Sect. 4).
We also point out that controlling ϕ with the weight x´1a guarantees that, starting from unduloids,
the embeddedness property is preserved. More precisely, when ´ 1
2
ă a ă 0, for n large enough also
Σn,a is embedded, as well as surfaces parameterized by Xn,a`ϕNn,a if }x´1a ϕ}C0 is small enough (see
[9, Section 7], with easy adjustments).
Our main result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1 Let H : R3 Ñ R be a C1 mapping satisfying (1.4) for some A P C1pS2q, β ą 0 and
ν ą 0. In addition, assume that
Ape2q ‰ 0 (1.9)
lim sup
|X|Ñ8
|X |β`1|∇HpXq| ă 8 . (1.10)
Then there cannot exist α P p0, 1s, sequences pakqk Ă Rzt0u, pnkqk Ă N and pϕkqk Ă C2,αpR2q such
that:
(i) ak Ñ 0 and nk Ñ8, as k Ñ8;
(ii) ϕk “ ϕkpt, θq is doubly-periodic of period 2nkτak with respect to t and of period 2pi with respect
to θ, and satisfies
}ϕk}C2pKnk,ak ;x´1ak q ď
R
n
β
k
(1.11)
rD2ϕksα,Knk,ak ď
R
n
β
k
(1.12)
for some constant R ą 0 independent of k;
(iii) the surface rΣk parameterized by Xnk,ak `ϕkNnk,ak has mean curvature HpXnk,ak `ϕkNnk,akq.
In other words, we show that for n large and |a| small, a suitably small neighborhood of the Delau-
nay torus Σn,a contains no parametric surface characterized as a normal graph over Σn,a and with
prescribed mean curvature H , where the smallness is made precise by the conditions (1.11)–(1.12).
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Let us make some comments about the assumptions. The reason for which the direction of the
versor e2 is preferred in condition (1.9) is due to the fact that the reference surfaces Xn,a are defined
with a lobe centered in the direction of e2. As a purely geometric condition independent of the
parameterization we should require that ApXq has a definite sign on S2. The assumption (1.10)
is consistent with (1.4) and essentially says that the decay rate in (1.4) holds in C1. In fact, if
HpXq “ 1`ApX{|X |q|X |´β with no extra term, then (1.10) is satisfied for free.
The control in the condition (1.11) takes account of the decay rate of H . The left-hand side in
(1.12) represents the Ho¨lder constant of D2ϕk in Knk,ak with exponent α.
When β ą 1, Theorem 1.1 holds true even without assuming (1.9). In fact, when β ą 1 the decay
rates in the right-hand sides of (1.11)–(1.12) can be weakened, provided that a bound on the constant
R is assumed. More precisely, we have the following result:
Theorem 1.2 Let H : R3 Ñ R be a C1 mapping satisfying (1.4) and (1.10) with A P C1pS2q, β ą 1,
and ν ą 0. Then, there cannot exist α P p0, 1s, sequences pakqk Ă Rzt0u, pnkqk Ă N and pϕkqk Ă
C2,αpR2q such that:
(i) ak Ñ 0, nk Ñ8, as k Ñ8;
(ii) ϕk “ ϕkpt, θq is doubly-periodic of period 2nkτak with respect to t and of period 2pi with respect
to θ, and satisfies
}ϕk}C2pKnk,ak ;x´1ak q ď
R1
nk
(1.13)
rD2ϕksα,Knk,ak ď
R
nk
(1.14)
for some constants R1 P
´
0, pi
2`?2
¯
and R ą 0, both independent of k;
(iii) the surface rΣk parameterized by Xnk,ak `ϕkNnk,ak has mean curvature HpXnk,ak `ϕkNnk,akq.
Observe that when β ą 1 the conditions (1.11)–(1.12) imply (1.13)–(1.14) and then, in this case,
Theorem 1.1 is a corollary of Theorem 1.2.
The proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 is carried out by contradiction and relies on very careful
estimates and expansions of the mean curvature operator evaluated at parametric surfaces of the form
Xn,a ` ϕNn,a in the limit n Ñ 8, uniformly with respect to a in a bounded neighborhood of 0, and
with ϕ small with respect to the norm (1.8). Then, we take the singular limit aÑ 0 and we obtain a
certain differential equation with no solution in some class of functions.
The argument needs no particularly sophisticated technique and can be adapted to obtain similar
non-existence results also for analogous prescribed almost constant mean curvature problems ruled by
other classes of mean curvature functions. For example, HpXq “ 1 `H1pε|X |q ` opε2q, where ε is a
smallness parameter, and H1 vanishes at 1, which is also a nondegenerate critical point of H1.
The very reason of our non-existence results can be explained, roughly speaking, as follows. We
firstly observe that linearizing the mean curvature operator about any Delaunay surface yields a
linear PDE solved by all the mappings deriving from the invariance groups. Among them, a key role
is played by that one (the function w`a,0ptq in Lemma 2.6) resulting from the invariance with respect
to the Delaunay parameter (i.e., the neck-size, essentially). Such a mapping is not periodic, in fact
neither bounded, and stays out from the space of periodic, admissible functions. In the singular limit,
i.e., as aÑ 0, one has that w`a,0ptq Ñ w0ptq “ ´1` t tanh t (see Lemma 2.8).
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Moreover, we point out that the mean curvature of the Delaunay tori Σn,a tends to 1 as n Ñ 8,
with an extra term which is proportional to the inverse of the distance from the origin (see Proposition
3.1). A balance with a prescribed mean curvature function of the form (1.4) can occur just for β “ 1.
This can be detected by using the mapping w0 as a test function. However, also when β “ 1 the
contributions due to the first-order terms in the mean curvature operator and in the prescribed mean
curvature function do not agree and again the function w0 plays a key role.
We notice that the assumptions (1.11)–(1.12) are less restrictive than the corresponding weighted
estimates used in [9], where an existence result of approximate Delaunay tori is stated for a class of
prescribed mean curvature functions of the form (1.4) with the additional property of being radially
symmetric. Unfortunately, that paper contains some inaccuracies and mistakes, and, according to the
previous reasoning, in fact could hardly be corrected.
The peculiarity of the Delaunay invariance and the possibility of taking the singular limit make the
big difference with respect to the PDE problem on the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (1.1) (which
indeed admits Delaunay-type solutions, but far from the singular limit, see [12, 22]), and also that
one concerning curves with prescribed curvature and a very large number of spirals.
In fact, the problem of parametric surfaces with prescribed mean curvature, even in a perturbative
setting, quite differs also with respect to that one of CMC surfaces and we suspect that the difficulty
in applying Fredholm theory and perturbative techniques, like, e.g., in [20, 21, 23], with the aim of
getting existence results, is not due just to technical obstructions but hides more substantial features.
This was already remarked, for different reasons, even on the H-bubble problem (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8]).
In conclusion, our non-existence results, even if confined by some severe (but reasonable) restric-
tions, lead us to suspect that the Soap Bubble Theorem of Alexandrov recalled at the beginning has
some rigidity in the class of almost constant mean curvature problems.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall some facts about Delaunay surfaces and on
the corresponding Jacobi (i.e., the linearized CMC) operator. In Section 3 we move to Delaunay tori
and establish some expansions on the mean curvature operator and on the corresponding linearized
one about them. Before tackling the proof of our main results, we need other expansions both for
the mean curvature operator and for the mapping H evaluated at parametric surfaces which are
normal graphs of Dealunay tori, with small variations with respect to the weighted norm (1.8). This
is accomplished in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contains the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The paper
is completed by two appendices: the first one collects some identities for orthogonal (not necessarily
conformal) parameterizations. In the second one we write the first and second variation of the mean
curvature operator with respect to normal variations for an arbitrary orthogonal parameterization.
Even if the formula for the second variation is not used in the proof of the main results, it seems new
and could be useful for further study.
Notation and abbreviations
For reader’s convenience, we collect here some notation and abbreviations used in this paper:
• X P R3 and ei denotes the i-th versor of the canonical basis of R3.
• pX :“ X|X| and qX :“ X ´ pX ¨ e1qe1, for X P R3zt0u.
• When Y is a vector or a matrix, |Y | denotes its Euclidean norm.
• R{τ “ R{τZ, where τ ą 0, and a map f : R{2τ ˆ R{2pi Ñ R is a doubly periodic mapping with
respect to the rectangle r´τ, τ s ˆ r´pi, pis.
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• Given a map F “ F pt, θq : R2 Ñ Rd, with d P N, Ft, Fθ, Ftt, Fθθ, Ftθ denote, respectively, BFBt ,
BF
Bθ ,
B2F
Bt2 ,
B2F
Bθ2 ,
B2F
BtBθ . Moreover, for real-valued mappings (i.e., when d “ 1), ∇F is the gradient
and D2F the Hessian matrix.
• Given α P p0, 1s and a map F : K Ă R2 Ñ Rd, with d P N, rF sα,K denotes the Ho¨lder constant
of F in K, with exponent α.
• For σ P R, Rσ denotes the rotation matrix of an angle σ about the x1-axis and Qσ “ ddσRσ, i.e.,
Rσ “
»– 1 0 00 cosσ ´ sinσ
0 sinσ cosσ
fifl , Qσ “
»– 0 0 00 ´ sinσ ´ cosσ
0 cosσ ´ sinσ
fifl . (1.15)
• Σa is the Delaunay surface with parameterization (1.5), being xa and za solutions of (1.6). The
label a is the Delaunay parameter and runs in r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u.
• τa is the half-period of the map xa appearing in the conformal representation (1.5) of Σa and
ha is the half-length of a lobe of Σa.
• Given a regular surface Σ in R3, with parameterization X “ Xpt, θq : Ω Ñ R3 and Ω Ă R2
parameters domain, the normal vector is
N :“ Xt ^Xθ|Xt ^Xθ| .
The mean curvature of Σ at a given point X P Σ, denoted MpXq, is expressed in terms of the
coefficients of the first and second fundamental form, in Gaussian notation,
E “ |Xt|2 , F “ Xt ¨Xθ , G “ |Xθ|2 ,
L “ Xtt ¨N , M “ Xtθ ¨N , N “ Xθθ ¨N , (1.16)
as
M “ EN ´ 2FM` GL
2pEG ´ F2q . (1.17)
2 Delaunay surfaces
In this Section we recall some properties of the Delaunay surfaces [13], defined in the Introduction by
their parametric representations (1.5)–(1.6). We will use just conformal parameterizations of them.
This has advantages, both because allows us to address their description in a unified way, without
distinction between unduloids and nodoids, and because the corresponding linearized problem turns
out to be easier to handle. In addition, the coefficient xa in the conformal representation (1.5) of
Delaunay surfaces constitute the natural weight in controlling perturbations in the normal direction.
2.1 Basic properties
Lemma 2.1 For every a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u the surface Σa with parameterization Xa defined by (1.5),
with xa, za : RÑ R solving (1.6), has constant mean curvature 1 and it is a surface of revolution about
the x3-axis. Moreover the parameterization Xa is conformal, that is, satisfies
pXaqt ¨ pXaqθ “ 0 , |pXaqt| “ |pXaqθ| . (2.1)
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Proof. From (1.6) it follows that
x2a “ px1aq2 ` pz1aq2 (2.2)
which turns out to be equivalent to (2.1). Moreover, one can compute the mean curvature of Xa by
(1.16)–(1.17) and, using (1.6) and (2.2), one obtains MpXaq “ p´x2az1a ` z2ax1a ` xaz1aq{p2x3aq “ 1. ˝
Remark 2.2 For a P r´ 1
2
, 0q, from (1.6) it follows that za is strictly increasing in R, hence Xa is
embedded. In this case Xa is the parameterization of an unduloid. In particular when a “ ´ 12 the
surface parameterized by Xa is a cylinder of radius
1
2
. For a P p0,8q, from (1.6) it follows that z1a
changes sign periodically. In this case the surface parametrized by Xa is not embedded, it has self-
intersections and is called nodoid. When the parameter a becomes large, the mutual intersection of
distinct lobes becomes higher and higher. The parameter a has a precise geometrical meaning: the
neck-size of the surface Σa is |a|, whereas the largest cross section is a circumference of radius 1` a.
When aÑ 0 the mapping Xa converges to a parameterization of a unit sphere centered at the origin,
but geometrically the surface Σa tends to a configuration given by a row of tangent unit spheres placed
on the x3-axis.
In the next Lemma we collect some properties of xa and za that will be useful in the sequel.
Actually the following estimates (2.4)–(2.6) are more accurate than what will need, but we state them
in this form for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 2.3 For every a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u one has that:
(i) The mappings xa and z
1
a are even and periodic of period 2τa ą 0. Moreover za is odd and there
exists ha ą 0 such that zapt` 2τaq “ 2ha ` zaptq for every t P R.
(ii) x1aptq ă 0 for every t P p0, τaq. Moreover
|a| ď xaptq ď 1` a @t P R . (2.3)
In addition, there exists a0 P p0, 12 q such that for every a P r´a0, a0szt0u
0 ă xaptq ď p1 ` |a|q
?
sech t @t P r´τa, τas . (2.4)
(iii) The maps xa and za depend in a smooth way on the parameter a. In particular
xaptq Ñ sech t and zaptq Ñ tanh t in C2locpRq, as aÑ 0 .
(iv) The mapping a ÞÑ τa is of class C8 in p´ 12 ,8qzt0u and
τa “ ´ log |a| `Op1q as aÑ 0 . (2.5)
The mapping a ÞÑ ha is continuous in p´ 12 ,8q, of class C8 in p´ 12 ,8qzt0u, and
ha “ 1` a log |a| `Opaq as aÑ 0 . (2.6)
Proof. Properties (i)–(iii) can be obtained by standard considerations about autonomous second order
ode’s and by the initial conditions in (1.6). The proof of (2.4) follows verbatim that one of [9, Lemma
2.3], except for some obvious change in the notation (a instead of ´a). As far as concerns (iv), we
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observe that the function xa is strictly related to the Delta Amplitude function with elliptic modulus
k2 which can be defined by
dnps, kq “
b
1´ k2 sin2 φ , s “
ż φ
0
dθa
1´ k2 sin2 θ
(2.7)
and k P r0, 1q (see [25, Ch. 16]). Such function turns out to solve the Cauchy problem$&%
y2 “ p2´ k2qy ´ 2y3
yp0q “ 1
y1p0q “ 0 .
(2.8)
(see [28, Sect. 22]). Therefore, comparing (2.8) with the Cauchy problem (1.6) for xa, by uniqueness,
we have that
xaptq “ p1` aqdnpp1 ` aqt, kaq where ka “
d
1´ a
2
p1` aq2 . (2.9)
It is known that the Delta Amplitude function is periodic in the s-variable, with period 2Kpkq, where
Kpkq “
ż pi
2
0
dφa
1´ k2 sin2 φ
is the complete elliptic integral of first type (see [25, Ch. 16]). Then
τa “ Kpkaq
1` a .
Moreover, integrating the equation for za in (1.6) we obtain
ha “ ´γaτa `
ż τa
0
x2aptq dt .
Using (2.9) and making the change of variable t ÞÑ φ through (2.7) we obtainż τa
0
x2aptq dt “ p1` aqEpkaq
where
Epkq “
ż pi
2
0
b
1´ k2 sin2 φdφ
is the complete elliptic integral of second type. Thus
ha “ ´γaτa ` p1` aqEpkaq “ ´aKpkaq ` p1` aqEpkaq .
The function k ÞÑ Kpkq is C8 in r0, 1q and singular at k “ 1, with a logarithmic behaviour:
Kpkq “ ´ log
a
1´ k2 `Op1q as k Ñ 1´ .
The function k ÞÑ Epkq is C1 in r0, 1s and C8 in r0, 1q. More precisely
Epkq “ 1´ 1´ k
2
2
log
a
1´ k2 ` p1´ k2q rEpa1´ k2q
for some regular mapping rE which is bounded, with bounded derivatives in p0, 1q (the properties of
Kpkq and Epkq used above can be found, e.g., in [28, Sect. 19]). Taking k “ ka and observing that
aÑ 0 if and only if ka Ñ 1´, we obtain (2.5)–(2.6). ˝
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Even if they will not used in this work, for sake of completeness, let us state (without proof)
some expansions for the area and the volume integral of a lobe of a Delaunay surface Σa, defined
respectively by
ApXaq :“
ż
Ka
|pXaqt ^ pXaqθ| dt dθ , VpXaq :“ 1
3
ż
Ka
Xa ¨ pXaqt ^ pXaqθ dt dθ
where Ka :“ r´τa, τas ˆ r´pi, pis.
Lemma 2.4 One has that
ApXaq “ 4pi
ˆ
1` a´ a
2
2
log |a| ` a2Φ0paq
˙
VpXaq “ ´4pi
3
ˆ
1` 3a
2
` a2Ψ0paq
˙
where Φ0 and Ψ0 are C
1 bounded functions with bounded derivative in r´a0, a0szt0u with a0 P
`
0, 1
2
˘
fixed.
We refer to [19, 26] for a proof in the case of unduloids but in fact the argument holds true for all
Delaunay surfaces.
2.2 The Jacobi operator for Delaunay surfaces
Fixing a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u, the Jacobi operator corresponding to the Delaunay surface Σa is built by
linearizing the mean curvature operator M (defined in (1.17)) around the parameterization Xa with
respect to normal variations. More precisely,
M1ap0qrϕs :“
d
ds
rMpXa ` sϕNaqss“0 pϕ P C2pR2qq where Na :“ pXaqt ^ pXaqθ|pXaqt ^ pXaqθ| .
Remark 2.5 Fixing ϕ P C2pR2q and pt, θq P R2, one has that rpXa`sϕNaqt^pXa`sϕNaqθspt, θq ‰ 0
for |s| small enough and then the above definition is well posed. In fact, using (1.6) and the identities
(A.12)–(A.13), one can compute
pXa ` ϕNaqt ^ pXa ` ϕNaqθ ¨Na “ x2a
„
1´ 2ϕ` ϕ
2
x2a
ˆ
x2a ´
γ2a
x2a
˙
. (2.10)
We note that the function x2a ´ γ
2
a
x2a
takes values in r´1´ 2a, 1` 2as. However, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q and
ϕ P C2pR2q, the coefficient x´2a in front of ϕ2 is not bounded uniformly with respect to a P r´a0, a0szt0u
(notice that xapτaq “ |a|), hence it can produce large deviations, even when }ϕ}C0 is small. Therefore,
if we aim to control the sign of (2.10) uniformly with respect to a P r´a0, a0szt0u we need a bound on
}x´1a ϕ}C0 .
Lemma 2.6 One has that
M1ap0qrϕs “
1
2x2a
„
∆ϕ` 2
ˆ
x2a `
γ2a
x2a
˙
ϕ

where ∆ “ Btt ` Bθθ and xa and γa are given by (1.6).
The proof of 2.6 can be obtained by an easy adaptation of the computations made in [9, Lemma 3.1].
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Lemma 2.7 For every a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u let
w`a,0 “ ´
z1a
xa
Bxa
Ba `
x1a
xa
Bza
Ba , w
´
a,0 “
x1a
xa
, w`a,1 “
z1a
xa
, w´a,1 “ x1a `
zaz
1
a
xa
and
Wa :“ tw˘a,0ptq , w˘a,1ptq cos θ , w˘a,1ptq sin θu . (2.11)
Then:
(i) Any linear combination of the functions in Wa solves
∆ϕ` 2
ˆ
x2a `
γ2a
x2a
˙
ϕ “ 0 on R2 (2.12)
and is periodic with respect to θ with period 2pi.
(ii) If a P `´ 1
2
, 0
˘Y `0, ?3´1
2
‰
, then any solution of (2.12) which is doubly periodic with respect to a
rectangle r´τ, τ s ˆ r´pi, pis, with τ ą 0, is a linear combination of the mappings w´a,0, w`a,1 cos θ
and w`a,1 sin θ and τ “ τa.
As explained in [23], the functions in Waztw`a,0u come from the invariance of the mean curvature
with respect to Euclidean motions (translations and rotations). Instead, w`a,0 comes from the invari-
ance with respect to the Delaunay parameter a. Notice that the mappings w`a,0 and w
´
a,1 are not
periodic, if a P p´ 1
2
,8qzt0u, because of the presence of BzaBa and za, respectively.
Proof. Statement piq has been proved in [9] and previously in [23], with different notation. Let us
discuss piiq. Let ϕ be doubly periodic solution of (2.12), with period 2τ with respect to t and period
2pi with respect to θ. We can express ϕ by its Fourier series
ϕpt, θq “
ÿ
jPZ
φjptqχjpθq
where
χjpθq “
$’&’%
1?
pi
cospjθq for j ă 0
1?
2pi
for j “ 0
1?
pi
sinpjθq for j ě 1
and φjptq “
ż pi
´pi
ϕpt, θqχjpθq dθ .
Then, setting
pa :“ x2a `
γ2a
x2a
,
and Kτ “ r´τ, τ s ˆ r´pi, pis, since ∆ϕpt, θq “
ř
jPZ χjpθqrφ2j ptq ´ j2φjptqs, we infer that
0 “
ż
Kτ
r∆ϕpt, θq ` 2paptqϕpt, θqsχjpθq dt dθ “ ´
ż τ
´τ
“|φ1j |2 ` `j2 ´ 2paptq˘ |φj |2‰ dt @j P Z . (2.13)
Recalling (2.3), we deduce that
}pa}8 “ max
sPr|a|,1`as
`
s2 ` γ2as´2
˘ “ a2 ` p1` aq2.
Therefore, since a P “´ 1
2
, 0
˘Y `0, ?3´1
2
‰
it holds that
j2 ´ 2paptq ě 4´ 2
`
a2 ` p1` aq2˘ ě 0 @|j| ě 2 ,
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and thus, by (2.13), φj “ 0 for all |j| ě 2. For j “ 0,˘1 the equation
φ2 “ pj2 ´ 2paqφ (2.14)
admit exactly two independent solutions. In particular, w˘a,j solve (2.14) and are independent (see the
proof of [9, Lemma 4.3]). Therefore the conclusion follows, taking account that only w´a,0 and w
`
a,1
are periodic. ˝
Lemma 2.8 One has that w`a,0 Ñ ´1 ` t tanh t in C2locpRq, as a Ñ 0. Moreover, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q,
there exists C ą 0 such that |w`a,0ptq| ď Cp1 ` |t|q for every t P R and for every a P r´a0, a0szt0u.
The proof is the same as in [9, Lemma 4.7] with the already observed caution. In particular, since
calculations in [9] are made with ´a instead of a, the fuction w`a,0, obtained with a derivation with
respect to a, turns out to have opposite sign to that one in [9].
3 Delaunay tori
Fix a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u and n P N sufficiently large. We denote by Σn,a the surface obtained by cutting
a section of the Delaunay surface Σa made by n periods, hence with length 2nha, and by bending it
along a circle placed on the plane X ¨ e1 “ 0, centered at the origin, and with circumference 2nha.
The corresponding parametrization is given by the map Xn,a defined in (1.7).
By construction, the surface Σn,a turns out to be topologically equivalent to a torus and we call
it Delaunay torus. The surface Σn,a is symmetric with respect to rotations of an angle
2pi
n
about the
x1-axis, namely
R 2pi
n
Σn,a “ Σn,a,
where Rσ denotes the rotation matrix defined in (1.15). It is also symmetric with respect to the plane
X ¨ e1 “ 0 and, in view of the initial conditions in (1.6), also with respect to the plane X ¨ e3 “ 0.
The parameterization Xn,a is 2nτa-periodic with respect to t and 2pi-periodic with respect to θ
and satisfies
Xn,apt` 2τa, θq “ R 2pi
n
Xn,apt, θq . (3.1)
Instead of the parameter n, it is convenient to set
ε “ pi
nha
and to write the parameterization Xn,a in the form
Xε,apt, θq “
»– xaptq cos θ`ε´1 ` xaptq sin θ˘ cospεzaptqq`
ε´1 ` xaptq sin θ
˘
sinpεzaptqq
fifl (3.2)
having in mind that ε is a small and positive parameter. In fact, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, the map Xε,a
defines a regular surface for every a P r´a0, a0szt0u provided that ε is small enough, depending on a0
(see (3.13) and Remark 3.3).
We also point out that considering the limit ε Ñ 0 is equivalent to n Ñ 8, since ha is bounded
and far from 0, uniformly with respect to a P r´a0, a0szt0u (see Lemma 2.3–(iv)).
We denote Σε,a the surface parameterized by Xε,a and
Nε,a :“ pXε,aqt ^ pXε,aqθ|pXε,aqt ^ pXε,aqθ| (3.3)
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the normal versor which, according with (3.1), satisfies Nε,apt` 2τa, θq “ R 2pi
n
Nε,apt, θq.
We observe that the Delaunay surface Σa is the limit, up to a suitable natural translation, of Σε,a
in the limit εÑ 0. More precisely
Xε,a ´ ε´1e2 Ñ Xa as εÑ 0, in C1locpRˆ r´pi, pisq. (3.4)
Notice that Xε,a is just an orthogonal parameterization of Σε,a, i.e. pXε,aqt ¨ pXε,aqθ “ 0, but it is
not conformal. Indeed (see also (3.12))
|pXε,aqt|2 ´ |pXε,aqθ|2 “ pz1aq2
“p1` εxa sin θq2 ´ 1‰ . (3.5)
However Xε,a becomes conformal in the limit ε Ñ 0. In fact, by (3.5), |pXε,aqt|2 ´ |pXε,aqθ|2 Ñ 0 as
εÑ 0, uniformly on Rˆ r´pi, pis.
3.1 An expansion for the mean curvature of Delaunay tori
In this subsection we determine an expansion for the mean curvature MpXε,aq of a Delaunay torus,
where Xε,a is the parametrization given by (3.2). In order to obtain uniform estimates with respect
to both the parameters a and ε, as it will be clear later (see Subsection 3.2), it is convenient to study
2x2aMpXε,aq. The main result of this subsection is the following.
Proposition 3.1 Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exists ε0 ą 0 such that for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u and
ε P p0, ε0q one has
2x2aMpXε,aq “ 2x2a ` ε
ˆ
2x3a ` 2z1axa ´ 4pz1aq2xa ´
pz1aq3
xa
´ 2γa pz
1
aq2
xa
˙
sin θ ` ε2σε,a, (3.6)
where σε,a “ σε,apt, θq is doubly-periodic with respect to the rectangle Ka :“ rτa, τas ˆ r´pi, pis and
satisfies
}x´2a σε,a}C0pKaq ď C, (3.7)
for some positive constant C independent of ε, a.
For the proof of Proposition 3.1 we need a preliminary technical result. We begin introducing
some notation. Let
Uε,a :“
»————–
xa cos θ
ε´1 ` xa sin θ
0
fiffiffiffiffifl , Vε,a :“
»————–
x1a cos θ
x1a sin θ
z1ap1` εxa sin θq
fiffiffiffiffifl , Wε,a :“
»————–
´xa sin θ
xa cos θ
0
fiffiffiffiffifl , (3.8)
then in terms of the rotation matrix Rσ (defined in (1.15)) we can write Xε,a as
Xε,a “ RεzaUε,a , (3.9)
and we easily check that
pXε,aqt “ RεzaVε,a, pXε,aqθ “ RεzaWε,a . (3.10)
Moreover in view of (A.3) we get
Nε,a “ Rεza
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a| . (3.11)
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In particular we have
|pXε,aqt|2 “ |Vε,a|2 “ x2a ` ε
`
2xapz1aq2 sin θ
˘` ε2 `z1axa sin θ˘2 , |pXε,aqθ|2 “ |Wε,a|2 “ x2a , (3.12)
and thus, since Vε,a ¨Wε,a “ 0, we infer that
|Vε,a^Wε,a| “ |pXε,aqt^pXε,aqθ| “ |pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ| “ x2a
d
1` 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2pz1aq2 sin2 θ . (3.13)
Then, by direct computation, it holds that
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a| “
1b
1` 2ε pz1aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2pz1aq2 sin2 θ
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
»—————–
´ z1a
xa
cos θ
´ z1a
xa
sin θ
x1a
xa
fiffiffiffiffiffifl` ε
»————–
´z1a cos θ sin θ
´z1a sin2 θ
0
fiffiffiffiffifl
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚.
(3.14)
Remark 3.2 Due to the presence of the function za in (3.10), (3.11) the vector-valued functions
pXε,aqt, pXε,aqθ, Nε,a (as well as their partial derivatives) are not periodic with respect to the variable
t. Nevertheless, since za appears jut in the rotation matrix Rεza , their scalar products turn out to be
double-periodic, as will see in Lemmata 3.5–3.9.
Remark 3.3 By (2.2) and (2.3) the functions xa, x
1
a, z
1
a,
z1a
xa
,
x1a
xa
are uniformly bounded in R (and
2τa-periodic), whenever a lies in a bounded subset of r´ 12 ,8qzt0u. The same happens for their higher
order derivatives, taking account of (1.6).
Remark 3.4 If B Ă r´ 1
2
,`8qzt0u is a bounded subset and pfaqaPB is a family of continuous func-
tions satisfying }x´ka fa}C0 ď C, for all a P B, for some constants C ą 0, k ą 0 independent of a,
then, for any m ď k, a P B one has }x´ma fa}C0 ď C1, for some constant C1 ą 0 independent of a. In
particular, one can take C1 “ Cp1`maxaPB |a|qk´m.
Aiming to prove Proposition 3.1, the following estimates are useful.
Lemma 3.5 Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u and
ε P p0, ε0q one has
pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a “ x2a ` γa ` ε
`
2x3a ` xaz1a ´ 2pz1aq2xa
˘
sin θ ` ε2σp1qε,a (3.15)
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a “ z1a ` ε
ˆ
xaz
1
a ´
pz1aq3
xa
˙
sin θ ` ε2σp2qε,a (3.16)
pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a “ ε
`
x1az
1
a
˘
cos θ ` ε2σp3qε,a, (3.17)
where σ
piq
ε,a “ σpiqε,apt, θq (i “ 1, 2, 3) is doubly-periodic with respect to Ka “ r´τa, τas ˆ r´pi, pis and
satisfies ›››x´2a σpiqε,a›››
C0pKaq
ď C. (3.18)
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Proof. For every a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u and ε ą 0 small, from (3.10) we have
pXε,aqtt “ Rε,apVε,aqt ` εz1aQεzaVε,a ,
where Qσ is the matrix defined in (1.15). Then, in view of (3.11) and taking into account (A.3), (A.4)
we deduce that
pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a “ pVε,aqt ¨ Vε,a ^Wε,a|Vε,a ^Wε,a|looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
(I)
` εz1a
e1 ¨ rVε,a ^ pVε,a ^Wε,aqs
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
(II)
.
Study of the term pIq. Firstly, we notice that from the well known expansion of the function
y ÞÑ p1 ` yq´1{2 near the origin one can write 1?
1`y “ 1 ´ 12y ` gpyq in r´δ, δs, for some δ ą 0, with
g P C2pr´δ, δsq such that gpyq “ Opy2q, g1pyq “ Opyq, g2pyq “ Op1q.
Now, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q and taking into account Remark 3.3, we can find ε0 ą 0 such that for any
a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε P p0, ε0q one has |2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2pz1aq2 sin2 θ| ď δ2 , for all pt, θq P R2. Hence,
setting
ηε,apt, θq :“ ε´2g
ˆ
2ε
pz1aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2pz1aq2 sin2 θ
˙
´ 1
2
pz1aq2 sin2 θ
one has that ηε,a “ ηε,apt, θq is doubly-periodic and
1b
1` 2ε pz1aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2pz1aq2 sin2 θ
“ 1´ ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηε,a . (3.19)
Moreover, in view of Remark 3.3 and exploiting (1.6) we infer that x´1a
pz1aq2
xa
, x´1a pz1aq2, x´1a
´
pz1aq2
xa
¯1
,
x´1a
`pz1aq2˘1, x´1a ´ pz1aq2xa ¯2, x´1a `pz1aq2˘2 are uniformly bounded. Therefore, taking into account the
properties of g, up to choosing smaller ε0 ą 0, for any a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε P p0, ε0q one has
}x´1a ηε,a}C0pKaq ` }x´1a |∇ηε,a|}C0pKaq ` }x´1a |D2ηε,a|}C0pKaq ď C (3.20)
for some positive constant C independent of a and ε.
At the end, from (3.14), (3.19), (3.20) we readily obtain
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a| “
»—————–
´ z1a
xa
cos θ
´ z1a
xa
sin θ
x1a
xa
fiffiffiffiffiffifl` ε
»————–
´
´z1a ` pz
1
aq3
x2a
¯
cos θ sin θ´
´z1a ` pz
1
aq3
x2a
¯
sin2 θ
´
´
z1a
xa
¯2
x1a sin θ
fiffiffiffiffifl` ε2Ψε,a (3.21)
where Ψε,a “ Ψε,apt, θq is a doubly-periodic vector-valued function. Moreover, by definition and
arguing as in (3.20) we easily check that the components pΨε,aqj , j “ 1, 2, 3 satisfy
}x´1a pΨε,aqj}C0pKaq ` }x´1a |∇pΨε,aqj |}C0pKaq ` }x´1a |D2pΨε,aqj |}C0pKaq ď C, (3.22)
for some positive constant C independent of ε, a. We notice that for the purposes of the present proof
we need only a uniform bound on x´1a pΨε,aqj , but the complete form of (3.22) will be useful in the
sequel (see the proofs of Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9).
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Now, since
pVε,aqt “
»————–
x2a cos θ
x2a sin θ
z2a
fiffiffiffiffifl` ε
»————–
0
0
pz2axa ` z1ax1aq sin θ
fiffiffiffiffifl (3.23)
then, exploiting (3.21), taking into account (1.6) and using repeatedly (2.2), we get that
pVε,aqt ¨ Vε,a ^Wε,a|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
“ ´x
2
az
1
a ` z2ax1a
xa
` ε
˜
´x2az1a `
x2apz1aq3
x2a
´
ˆ
z1a
xa
˙2
x1az
2
a ` z2ax1a `
z1apx1aq2
xa
¸
sin θ ` ε2σpIqε,a
“ x2a ` γa ` ε
˜
´xaz1a ` 2x3a `
pz1aq3
xa
´ 2 pz
1
aq4
xa
´ 2 pz
1
aq2 px1aq2
xa
` z
1
apx1aq2
xa
¸
sin θ ` ε2σpIqε,a
“ x2a ` γa ` ε
´
2x3a ´ 2
`
z1a
˘2
xa
¯
sin θ ` ε2σpIqε,a ,
(3.24)
where the term σ
pIq
ε,a is doubly-periodic. In addition, since x´1a pVε,aqt has uniformly bounded coeffi-
cients (see (3.23) and Remark 3.3) and in view of (3.22) we infer that σ
pIq
ε,a satisfies (3.18) (as already
mentioned before, here we are using only the uniform C0 bound on x´1a pΨε,aqj , for j “ 1, 2, 3).
Study of the term pIIq. We begin noticing that by (A.1) one has
Vε,a ^ pVε,a ^Wε,aq “ ´|Vε,a|2Wε,a .
Then from (3.8), (3.12), (3.13), (3.19) and Remark 3.3, we deduce that
εz1a
e1 ¨ rVε,a ^ pVε,a ^Wε,aqs
|Vε,a ^Wε,a| “ εz
1
axa sin θ ` ε2σpIIqε,a , (3.25)
where σ
pIIq
ε,a is doubly-periodic and satisfies the estimate (3.18). Hence, from (3.24) and (3.25) we
obtain (3.15).
As far as concerns (3.16), observing that pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a “ pWε,aqθ ¨ Vε,a^Wε,a|Vε,a^Wε,a| , from (3.21), taking
into account Remark 3.3, and noticing that x´1a pWε,aqθ has uniformly bounded coefficients, because
pWε,aqθ “
»————–
´xa cos θ
´xa sin θ
0
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
then we get that
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a “ z1a ` ε
ˆ
z1axa ´
pz1aq3
xa
˙
sin θ ` ε2σp2qε,a
where σ
p2q
ε,a is doubly-periodic and satisfies (3.20).
Finally, since pXε,aqtθ “ RεzapVε,aqθ we get that pXε,aqtθ ¨ Nε,a “ pVε,aqθ ¨ Vε,a^Wε,a|Vε,a^Wε,a| . Hence,
taking into account that
pVε,aqθ “
»—– ´x
1
a sin θ
x1a cos θ
0
fiffifl` ε
»—– 00
z1axa cos θ
fiffifl
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and exploiting Remark 3.3, (3.22), we readily obtain (3.17) and as in the previous cases the remainder
term σ
p3q
ε,a is doubly-periodic and satisfies (3.20). ˝
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, let ε0 ą 0 be given by Lemma 3.5. From the definition of
mean curvature (see (1.17)) and since pXε,aqt ¨ pXε,aqθ “ 0, we have
2MpXε,aq “
ˆ pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|2 `
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqθ|2
˙
. (3.26)
In view (3.12), (3.15) and arguing as in (3.19), up to taking smaller ε0, if necessary, we get that
x2a
pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|2 “
ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙´
x2a ` γa ` ε
`
2x3a ` xaz1a ´ 2pz1aq2xa
˘
sin θ ` ε2σp1qε,a
¯
“ x2a ` γa ` ε
ˆ
2x3a ` xaz1a ´ 4pz1aq2xa ´ 2
pz1aq2
xa
γa
˙
sin θ ` ε2ηp2qε,a ,
(3.27)
where η
p1q
ε,a satisfies (3.20), σ
p1q
ε,a satisfies (3.18) and thus, taking into account Remark 3.3, we easily
check that η
p2q
ε,a satisfies (3.7), for some positive constant C independent of ε and a.
Similarly, from (3.12), (3.16) we have
x2a
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqθ|2 “ z
1
a ` ε
ˆ
xaz
1
a ´
pz1aq3
xa
˙
sin θ ` ε2σp2qε,a , (3.28)
and thus combining (3.26), (3.27), (3.28) and using (1.6), we obtain (3.6). ˝
3.2 The Jacobi operator for Delaunay tori
In this subsection we study the Jacobi operator corresponding to the Dealunay torus Σε,a, i.e., the
linearization of the mean curvature operator M around the parameterization Xε,a, given by (3.2),
with respect to normal variations. More precisely,
M1ε,ap0qrϕs :“
d
ds
rMpXε,a ` sϕNε,aqss“0 pϕ P C2pR2qq (3.29)
with Nε,a given by (3.3).
Remark 3.6 Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q and taking ε0 ą 0 such that Xε,a is regular for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u
and ε P p0, ε0q for every ϕ P C2pR2q one can compute the right-hand side in (3.29) at every point
pt, θq P R2. However, as already seen in Remark 2.5, in order to guarantee the well-poseness of the
normal vector on the whole surface defined by Xε,a `ϕNε,a one needs a bound on }x´1a ϕ}C0 (see also
the proof of Proposition 4.1–(i)).
We look for an expansion of M1ε,ap0q with uniform estimates with respect to the parameters a and
ε. To this aim, it is convenient to introduce also the linear operator
Lε,a :“ 2x2aM1ε,ap0q . (3.30)
In the spirit of Proposition 3.1, we can decompose Lε,a as follows.
Proposition 3.7 Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u
and ε P p0, ε0q, for every ϕ P C2pR2q one has
Lε,aϕ “ Laϕ` εLp1qa ϕ` ε2Lp2qε,aϕ
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where
Laϕ :“ ∆ϕ` 2
ˆ
x2a `
γ2a
x2a
˙
ϕ (3.31)
is the normalized Jacobi operator corresponding to Σa,
Lp1qa ϕ “
ˆ
´2 pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ
˙
ϕtt `
„ˆ pz1aq2x1a
x2a
´ 4z1ax1a
˙
sin θ

ϕt `
ˆ pz1aq2
xa
cos θ
˙
ϕθ
` 2
#«ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙ˆ
2x2a ` z1a ´
pz1aq3
xa
˙
´ 4 pz
1
aq2
xa
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙2
` px
1
aq2
xa
ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙2ff
sin θ
+
ϕ ,
(3.32)
Lp2qε,aϕ “ αp1qε,aϕtt ` αp2qε,aϕt ` αp3qε,aϕθ ` αp4qε,aϕ, (3.33)
and the coefficients α
piq
ε,a “ αpiqε,apt, θq, i “ 1, . . . , 4 are doubly-periodic with respect to the rectangle
Ka “ r´τa, τas ˆ r´pi, pis and satisfy
}x´1a αpiqε,a}C0pKaq ď C i “ 1, . . . , 4. (3.34)
The proof of Proposition 3.7 needs some estimates which are stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.8 Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u and
ε P p0, ε0q one has
|pNε,aqt|2 “
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙2
` ε
„
2
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙ˆ
2px1aq2 ´ 2pz1aq2 `
pz1aq3
x2a
` z1a
˙
sin θ ` ε2ψp1qε,a (3.35)
|pNε,aqθ|2 “
ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙2
` ε
ˆ
2
pz1aq2px1aq2
x3a
sin θ
˙
` ε2ψp2qε,a (3.36)
where ψ
piq
ε,a “ ψpiqε,apt, θq (i “ 1, 2) is doubly-periodic with respect to Ka “ r´τa, τas ˆ r´pi, pis and
satisfies
}x´1a ψpiqε,a}C0pKaq ď C . (3.37)
Proof. Let us prove (3.35). Differentiating (3.11) with respect to t one has
pNε,aqt “ εz1aQεza
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a| `Rεza
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
t
(3.38)
where Qσ and Rσ are the matrices defined in (1.15). Then, applying (A.4), we infer that
|pNε,aqt|2 “ ε2pz1aq2
| ­pVε,a ^Wε,aq|2
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|2 `2εz
1
a
re1 ¨ rpVε,a ^Wε,aq ^ pVε,a ^Wε,aqtss
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|2 `
ˇˇˇˇˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
t
ˇˇˇˇ2
.
(3.39)
By definition and thanks to Remark 3.3 we immediately recognize that the first term of the right-
hand side of (3.39) is of the form ε2η
p1q
ε,a, for some doubly-periodic function η
p1q
ε,a “ ηp1qε,apt, θq and, fixing
a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that ηp1qε,a satisfies (3.37) for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u and
ε P p0, ε0q. Moreover, since
Vε,a ^Wε,a “
»——–
´z1axa cos θ
´z1axa sin θ
x1axa
fiffiffifl` ε
»——–
´z1ax2a cos θ sin θ
´z1ax2a sin2 θ
0
fiffiffifl ,
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then, by direct computation and taking into account (1.6), we infer that
pVε,a ^Wε,aqt “
»——–
´p2x2a ` z1aqx1a cos θ
´p2x2a ` z1aqx1a sin θ
x2a ` px1aq2 ´ 2z1ax2a
fiffiffifl` ε
»——–
´2xax1apx2a ` z1aq cos θ sin θ
´2xax1apx2a ` z1aq sin2 θ
0
fiffiffifl .
Hence, taking into account (2.2), (3.13) and (3.19), we easily check that
2εz1a
e1 ¨ rpVε,a ^Wε,aq ^ pVε,a ^Wε,aqts
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|2 “ 2εz
1
a
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙
sin θ ` ε2ηp2qε,a , (3.40)
where η
p2q
ε,a enjoys the same properties of η
p1q
ε,a. Finally, differentiating (3.21) with respect to t, using
(1.6), (2.2), taking into account thatˆ
z1a
xa
˙1
“ x1a
ˆ
1` γa
x2a
˙
,
ˆ
x1a
xa
˙1
“ ´z1a
ˆ
1` γa
x2a
˙
,
«ˆ
z1a
xa
˙2ff1
“ 2z
1
ax
1
a
xa
ˆ
1` γa
x2a
˙
,
we deduce that
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
t
“
»———–
´
´
1` γa
x2a
¯
x1a cos θ
´
´
1` γa
x2a
¯
x1a sin θ
´
´
1` γa
x2a
¯
z1a
fiffiffiffifl` ε
»———–
x1a
xa
´
´2px1aq2 ` 2pz1aq2p1 ` γax2a q
¯
cos θ sin θ
x1a
xa
´
´2px1aq2 ` 2pz1aq2p1` γax2a q
¯
sin2 θ
z1a
xa
´
`2pz1aq2 ´ 2px1aq2p1 ` γax2a q ´ z
1
a
¯
sin θ
fiffiffiffifl
` ε2pΨε,aqt
(3.41)
and thusˇˇˇˇˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
t
ˇˇˇˇ2
“
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙2
` 2ε
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙ˆ
2px1aq2 ´ 2pz1aq2 `
pz1aq3
x2a
˙
sin θ ` ε2ηp3qε,a (3.42)
where η
p3q
ε,a enjoys the same properties of η
p1q
ε,a, thanks to (3.22). Then, putting together (3.39), (3.40)
and (3.42) we readily obtain (3.35) with ψ
p1q
ε,a :“ ηp1qε,a`ηp2qε,a`ηp3qε,a, which is doubly-periodic and satisfies
(3.37).
As far as concerns (3.36), we argue in a similar way. Indeed, since
pNε,aqθ “ Rεza
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
θ
(3.43)
and since
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
θ
“
»———–
z1a
xa
sin θ
´ z1a
xa
cos θ
0
fiffiffiffifl` ε
»———–
´
´z1a ` pz
1
aq3
x2a
¯
cosp2θq´
´z1a ` pz
1
aq3
x2a
¯
sinp2θq
´
´
z1a
xa
¯2
x1a cos θ
fiffiffiffifl` ε2pΨε,aqθ, (3.44)
then exploiting (A.3) we easily conclude. ˝
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Proof of Proposition 3.7. For every a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u and ε ą 0 small, fixing ϕ P C2pR2q, according to
Proposition B.1 in Appendix, we have that
d
ds
rMpXε,a ` sϕNε,aqss“0 “
ˆ
1
2|pXε,aqt|2
˙
ϕtt `
ˆ
1
2|pXε,aqθ|2
˙
ϕθθ
`
ˆ
1
4|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dt
´ 1
4|pXε,aqt|4
d|pXε,aqt|2
dt
˙
ϕt
`
ˆ
1
4|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dθ
´ 1
4|pXε,aqθ|4
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dθ
˙
ϕθ
`
ˆ
2ppXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,aq2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
|pNε,aqθ|2
2|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
|pNε,aqt|2
2|pXε,aqt|2 `
ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aq2
|pXε,aqt|4 `
ppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq2
|pXε,aqθ|4
˙
ϕ.
(3.45)
Let us analyze the coefficients of (3.45). Firstly, from (3.12) and arguing as in the proof of Lemma
3.5, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, one can find ε0 ą 0 such that for any a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε P p0, ε0q one has
1
|pXε,aqt|2 “ x
´2
a
ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙
, (3.46)
where η
p1q
ε,a satisfies (3.20), for some C ą 0 independent of a and ε.
In addition, differentiating (3.12) and recalling that z2a “ 2xax1a, we get that
d|pXε,aqt|2
dt
“ 2xax1a ` ε
`
2x1apz1aq2 ` 8x2ax1az1a
˘
sin θ ` ε2 `4z1ax3ax1a ` 2pz1aq2xax1a˘ sin2 θ ,
d|pXε,aqt|2
dθ
“ ε `2xapz1aq2 cos θ˘` ε2 ´2 `z1axa˘2 cos θ sin θ¯ ,
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dt
“ 2xax1a ,
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dθ
“ 0 .
(3.47)
Putting together (3.29)–(3.30) and (3.45)–(3.47), exploiting Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.8 and taking
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into account (1.6), for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε P p0, ε0q it holds
Lε,aϕ “
ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙
ϕtt ` ϕθθ
`
#ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙
x1a
xa
´
ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙2
¨
«
x1a
xa
` ε
˜
x1a
ˆ
z1a
xa
˙2
` 4z1ax1a
¸
sin θ ` ε2
˜
2z1axax
1
a `
ˆ
z1a
xa
˙2
xax
1
a
¸
sin2 θ
ff+
ϕt
`
"„
ε
pz1aq2
xa
cos θ ` ε2pz1aq2 cos θ sin θ
ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙*
ϕθ
`
$&%4
˜
ε
x1az
1
a
xa
cos θ ` ε2σ
p3q
ε,a
xa
¸2ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙
´
«ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙2
` ε
ˆ
2
pz1aq2px1aq2
x3a
sin θ
˙
` ε2ψp2qε,a
ff
´
«ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙2
` ε
„
2
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙ˆ
2px1aq2 ´ 2pz1aq2 `
pz1aq3
x2a
` z1a
˙
sin θ ` ε2ψp1qε,a
ff
¨
ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙
` 2
«ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙
` ε `2x2a ` z1a ´ 2pz1aq2˘ sin θ ` ε2σp1qε,axa
ff2
¨
¨
ˆ
1´ 2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ ` ε2ηp1qε,a
˙2
` 2
«ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙
` ε
ˆ
z1a ´
pz1aq3
x2a
˙
sin θ ` ε2σ
p2q
ε,a
xa
ff2,.-ϕ.
Now, since η
pjq
ε,a, ψ
pjq
ε,a satisfy, respectively, (3.20), (3.37), for j “ 1, 2, and σpiqε,a satisfies (3.18), for
i “ 1, 2, 3, then, taking into account Remarks 3.3 and 3.4, (1.6), (2.2), and noticing that
pz1aq2px1aq2
x3a
“
ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙2 px1aq2
xa
,
ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙ˆ
z1a ´
pz1aq3
x2a
˙
“
ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙2 px1aq2
xa
,
after some elementary computations we obtain
Lε,aϕ “ ∆ϕ`
ˆ
´2ε pz
1
aq2
xa
sin θ
˙
ϕtt ` ε2αp1qε,aϕtt ` ε
„ˆ pz1aq2
x2a
x1a ´ 4z1ax1a
˙
sin θ

ϕt ` ε2αp2qε,aϕt
` ε
ˆ pz1aq2
xa
cos θ
˙
ϕθ ` ε2αp3qε,aϕθ `
«ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙2
`
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙2ff
ϕ
` 2ε
#«
´
ˆ
xa ´ γa
xa
˙2 px1aq2
xa
´
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙ˆ
2px1aq2 ´ 2pz1aq2 ` z1a `
pz1aq3
x2a
˙
´4
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙2 pz1aq2
xa
`
ˆ
xa ` γa
xa
˙`
4px1aq2 ` 2z1a
˘` 2ˆxa ´ γa
xa
˙2 px1aq2
xa
ff
sin θ
+
ϕ
` ε2αp4qε,aϕ,
where α
pkq
ε,a “ αpkqε,apt, θq is doubly-periodic and satisfies (3.34), k “ 1, . . . , 4. Finally, after easy algebraic
manipulations the assertion follows. ˝
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We complete this section with further estimates, of the same kind to those ones stated in Lemma
3.5, which will enter in the proof of Propositions 4.1 and B.5.
Lemma 3.9 Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u and
ε P p0, ε0q one has
pNε,aqt ¨ pNε,aqθ “ εψp1qε,a , (3.48)
pNε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqt “ ´x
1
az
1
a
xa
` εψp2qε,a , pNε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqθ “ εψp3qε,a , (3.49)
pNε,aqθθ ¨ pXε,aqt “ x
1
az
1
a
xa
` εψp4qε,a , pNε,aqθθ ¨ pXε,aqθ “ εψp5qε,a (3.50)
where ψ
piq
ε,a “ ψpiqε,apt, θq, for i “ 1, . . . , 5 is doubly-periodic and satisfies
}x´1a ψpiqε,a}C0pRˆS1q ď C . (3.51)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.8, so we will omit some details. As far as concerns
(3.48), in view of (3.38), (3.43) and exploiting (A.3), (A.4) we get that
pNε,aqt¨pNε,aqθ “ εz1ae1¨
„ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
^
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
θ

`
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
t
¨
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
θ
and the assertion follows from (3.41) and (3.44).
For (3.49), differentiating (3.38), one has
pNε,aqtt “ εz2aQεza
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a| ` pεz
1
aq2Rεza
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a| ` 2εz
1
aQεza
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
t
`Rεza
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
tt
where Rσ and Qσ are the matrices defined in (1.15). Then, exploiting (3.10), taking into account
(A.3), (A.4) and Remark 3.3, we easily infer that
pNε,aqtt ¨pXε,aqt “
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
tt
¨Vε,a`εψp2qε,a , pNε,aqtt ¨pXε,aqθ “
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
tt
¨Wε,a`εψp3qε,a
for some doubly-periodic functions ψ
p2q
ε,a “ ψp2qε,apt, θq, ψp3qε,a “ ψp3qε,apt, θq satisfying (3.51).
Now, differentiating (3.41) with respect to t one has
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
tt
“
»————–
´
2γa
px1aq2
x3a
´ p1` γa
x2a
qx2a
¯
cos θ´
2γa
px1aq2
x3a
´ p1` γa
x2a
qx2a
¯
sin θ
2γa
x1az
1
a
x3a
´ p1` γa
x2a
qz2a
fiffiffiffiffifl` εΨp1qε,a ,
where Ψ
p1q
ε,a is a doubly-periodic vector-valued function and, in view of (1.6), (3.22) and thanks to
Remark 3.3, each of its components satisfies (3.51).
Finally, exploiting (2.2) (which implies that xax
1
a “ x1ax2a ` z1az2a) and (3.8), after some standard
computations we obtain (3.49).
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The proof (3.50) is analogous. We limit to observe that pNε,aqθθ “ Rεza
´
Vε,a^Wε,a
|Vε,a^Wε,a|
¯
θθ
and
ˆ
Vε,a ^Wε,a
|Vε,a ^Wε,a|
˙
θθ
“
»————–
z1a
xa
cos θ
z1a
xa
sin θ
0
fiffiffiffiffifl` ε
»————–
´2
´
´z1a ` pz
1
aq3
x2a
¯
sinp2θq
2
´
´z1a ` pz
1
aq3
x2a
¯
cosp2θq´
z1a
xa
¯2
x1a sin θ
fiffiffiffiffifl` ε2pΨε,aqθθ ,
as it follows by differentiating (3.44). Then, from (3.10) and exploiting (A.3) and taking into account
(3.22), we easily conclude. ˝
Remark 3.10 Since Nε,a ¨ pNε,aqt “ Nε,a ¨ pNε,aqθ “ 0 (see (A.7) in Appendix A) one has pNε,aqt “
A1 {pXε,aqt `A2 {pXε,aqθ, for some A1, A2 : R2 Ñ R. Then, exploiting (A.12) one gets
pNε,aqt “ ´pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a|pXε,aqt|
{pXε,aqt ´ pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a|pXε,aqθ| {pXε,aqθ, . (3.52)
Similarly one has
pNε,aqθ “ ´pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a|pXε,aqt|
{pXε,aqt ´ pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a|pXε,aqθ| {pXε,aqθ . (3.53)
In particular, using (3.52), (3.53), and Lemma 3.5, we can prove Lemma 3.8 and (3.48) in an alter-
native way.
4 Some expansions around normal graphs over Delaunay tori
Here we consider (generalized) approximate Delaunay tori, i.e., parametric surfaces of the form Xε,a`
ϕNε,a, where Xε,a and Nε,a are given by (3.2) and (3.3), respectively, ε is a small positive parameter,
ϕ P C2pR{2nτa ˆ R{2piq suitably small with respect to the weighted norm (1.8) and
n “ pi
εha
. (4.1)
We point out that, in view of (2.6), taking a in a bounded set, one has that ε Ñ 0 if and only if
n Ñ 8. Moreover, when pi{pεhaq P N the function Xε,a ` ϕNε,a is a parameterization of a complete,
compact surface of genus one. In fact, the results stated in this section hold true for all ε ą 0 small
enough.
Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, β ą 0 and R ą 0, for a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε ą 0, let us set
Bε,apβ,Rq :“ tϕ P C2pR{2nτa ˆ R{2piq | }ϕ}C2pKn,a;x´1a q ď Rεβu . (4.2)
The goal of this section is twofold: provide an expansion for MpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq with respect to small
ε, uniformly with respect to a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq. Moreover, fixing a function
H : R3 Ñ R satisfying the assumptions stated in Theorems 1.1 or 1.2, we aim to provide an expansion
also for HpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq, under the same conditions on ε, a and ϕ.
As done in the previous sections, it is convenient to multiply by 2x2a and to write
2x2aMpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq “ 2x2aMpXε,aq ` Lε,aϕ`B0ε,apϕq, (4.3)
2x2aHpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq “ 2x2aHpXε,aq ` 2x2ap∇XHpXε,aq ¨Nε,aqϕ`B1ε,apϕq, (4.4)
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where B0ε,apϕq and B0ε,apϕq are remainder terms and Lε,a is the normalized Jacobi operator (see
(3.30)). We already provided expansions for 2x2aMpXε,aq and Lε,a in Section 3. Here we focus on the
remaining terms of (4.3) and (4.4).
In the next result we prove that for all sufficiently small ε, and for all ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq the mapping
Xε,a ` ϕNε,a defines a regular surface and we obtain the desired expansion for MpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq. As
by-product, a uniform C0-estimate for B0ε,apϕq, for ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq, will follow (see Corollary 4.2).
Proposition 4.1 Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, for any R ą 0 and β ą 0 there exist ε0 ą 0 such that for any
a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q, and for any ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq
(i) pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθ never vanishes,
(ii) there exists a function hε,a “ hε,apt, θq : R{2nτa ˆ R{2pi Ñ R, with n as in (4.1), such that
2x2aMpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq “ 2x2aMpXε,aq ` Lε,aϕ` ε2βhε,a ,
}hε,a}C0pKn,aq ď C , with Kn,a “ r´nτa, nτas ˆ r´pi, pis , (4.5)
for some positive constant C independent of ε, a, ϕ.
Proof. (i) Fixing R ą 0 and β ą 0, observe that by definition, for any given ε ą 0, a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u
and for any ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq one has
|ϕpt, θq| ď Rεβxaptq @pt, θq P R2, (4.6)
and the same bound holds for the first and second partial derivatives of ϕ.
On the other hand, by a straightforward computation (see (B.6) in the appendix) and recalling
(3.26), for any ϕ P C2pR2,Rq one has
rpXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθs ¨Nε,a
“ |pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
#
1´ 2MpXε,aqϕ`
«
pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|2
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
ˆ pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
˙2ff
ϕ2
+
.
(4.7)
Now, thanks to Proposition 3.1 and taking into account (4.6) and Remark 3.3, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, one
can find ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for any a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q, ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq
|MpXε,aqϕ| ď Cεβ @pt, θq P R2. (4.8)
Similarly, from Lemma 3.5, (3.46), (4.6) and Remark 3.3, up to taking a smaller ε0 (whose choice
depends only on R, β and a0), for any a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q, ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq one hasˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
«
pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|2
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
ˆ pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
˙2ff
ϕ2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cε2β @pt, θq P R2, (4.9)
for some constant C ą 0 independent of ε, a and ϕ.
Therefore, putting together (4.7)–(4.9) and recalling (3.13) we find ε0 ą 0 such that for any
a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q, ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq one has
rppXε ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθq ¨Nε,aspt, θq ‰ 0 @pt, θq P R2 ,
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which readily implies (i).
(ii) Let us fix R ą 0, β ą 0 and a0 P p0, 12 q, and let ε0 ą 0 be given according to (i). Then for any
a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q and for any ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq one has that MpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq is well defined
and
MpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq “ EϕNϕ ´ 2FϕMϕ ` GϕLϕ
2pEϕGϕ ´ F2ϕq
(4.10)
where
Eϕ “ |pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt|2 , Fϕ “ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ¨ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθ , Gϕ “ |pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθ|2 ,
Lϕ “ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqtt ¨Nϕ , Mϕ “ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqtθ ¨Nϕ , Nϕ “ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθθ ¨Nϕ ,
Nϕ “ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθ|pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθ| .
By direct computation and exploiting (A.8) one has
Eϕ “ |pXε,aqt|2 ´ 2ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqϕ` ϕ2t ` ϕ2|pNε,aqt|2 ,
Fϕ “ ´2ppXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,aqϕ` ϕtϕθ ` ppNε,aqt ¨ pNε,aqθqϕ2 ,
Gϕ “ |pXε,aqθ|2 ´ 2ppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aqϕ` ϕ2θ ` ϕ2|pNε,aqθ|2 .
(4.11)
For the remaining coefficients, we first compute an expansion of Nϕ.
Setting {pXε,aqt :“ pXε,aqt|pXε,aqt| , {pXε,aqθ :“ pXε,aqθ|pXε,aqθ | then, after a straightforward computation (see
(B.6) in the appendix), one has
rpXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθs ¨ {pXε,aqt
“ |pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
ˆ
´
ϕt
|pXε,aqt|
`
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqθ|
ϕtϕ
|pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
´
pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqθ|
ϕθϕ
|pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
˙
,
rpXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθs ¨ {pXε,aqθ
“ |pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
ˆ
´
ϕθ
|pXε,aqθ|
`
pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|
ϕθϕ
|pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
´
pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|
ϕtϕ
|pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
˙
.
(4.12)
Then, exploiting the bound (4.6) for ϕ and its derivatives, recalling (4.7), Lemma 3.5, taking into
account Remark 3.3, Remark 3.4, we infer that, up to choosing a smaller ε0 ą 0, one has
|pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθ| “ |pXε,aqt||pXε,aqθ|
b
1´ 4MpXε,aqϕ` ε2βhp0qε,a ,
where h
p0q
ε,a “ hp0qε,apt, θq is doubly-periodic and satisfies (4.5), for some constant C ą 0 independent of
ε, a, ϕ. In particular from (4.7), (4.12) one has
Nϕ “ 1b
1´ 4MpXε,aqϕ` ε2βhp0qε,a
„ˆ
´ ϕt|pXε,aqt| ` ε
2βhp1qε,a
˙ {pXε,aqt
`
ˆ
´ ϕθ|pXε,aqθ| ` ε
2βhp2qε,a
˙ {pXε,aqθ ` ´1´ 2MpXε,aqϕ` ε2βhp3qε,a¯Nε,a ,
(4.13)
where the functions h
pjq
ε,a “ hpjqε,apt, θq, j “ 1, 2, 3, are doubly-periodic and satisfy (4.5).
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Setting for brevity
Dε,a :“
b
1´ 4MpXε,aqϕ` ε2βhp0qε,a , (4.14)
then by definition and (4.13), we have
Lϕ “ ppXε,aqtt ` ϕttNε,a ` 2ϕtpNε,aqt ` ϕpNε,aqttq ¨Nϕ
“ 1
Dε,a
ˆ
´pXε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqt|pXε,aqt|2 ϕt ´
pXε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqθ
|pXε,aqθ|2 ϕθ ` ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aq ´ 2MpXε,aqppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqϕ
`ε2βhp1qε,a
pXε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqt
|pXε,aqt| ` ε
2βhp2qε,a
pXε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqθ
|pXε,aqθ| ` ε
2βhp3qε,appXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aq
`ϕtt ´ 2MpXε,aqϕttϕ` ε2βhp3qε,aϕtt ´ 2
pNε,aqt ¨ pXε,aqt
|pXε,aqt|2 ϕ
2
t ´ 2
pNε,aqt ¨ pXε,aqθ
|pXε,aqθ|2 ϕtϕθ
`2ε2βhp1qε,a
pNε,aqt ¨ pXε,aqt
|pXε,aqt| ϕt ` 2ε
2βhp2qε,a
pNε,aqt ¨ pXε,aqθ
|pXε,aqθ| ϕt ´
pNε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqt
|pXε,aqt|2 ϕtϕ
´pNε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqθ|pXε,aqθ|2 ϕθϕ` ppNε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqϕ´ 2MpXε,aqppNε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqϕ
2
`ε2βhp1qε,a
pNε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqt
|pXε,aqt| ϕ` ε
2βhp2qε,a
pNε,aqtt ¨ pXε,aqθ
|pXε,aqθ| ϕ` ε
2βhp3qε,appNε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqϕ
˙
(4.15)
Now, regrouping the terms, using the identities (A.8)–(A.10), taking into account (3.35), (3.47), (3.49),
(4.6), Proposition 3.1, Remarks 3.3 and 3.4, we can rewrite (4.15) as
Lϕ “ 1
Dε,a
ˆ
pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a ` ϕtt ´ 1
2|pXε,aqt|2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dt
ϕt ` 1
2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dθ
ϕθ
´2MpXε,aqrpXε,aqtt ¨Nε,asϕ´ |pNε,aqt|2ϕ` ε2βhp4qε,a
¯
,
(4.16)
for some doubly-periodic function h
p4q
ε,a “ hp4qε,apt, θq satisfying (4.5).
By the same argument we easily check that
Nϕ “ 1
Dε,a
ˆ
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a ` ϕθθ ` 1
2|pXε,aqt|2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dt
ϕt ´ 1
2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dθ
ϕθ
´2MpXε,aqrpXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,asϕ´ |pNε,aqθ|2ϕ` ε2βhp5qε,a
¯
,
(4.17)
and
Mϕ “ 1
Dε,a
ˆ
pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a ` ϕtθ ´ 1
2|pXε,aqt|2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dθ
ϕt ´ 1
2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dt
ϕθ
´2MpXε,aqrpXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a ´ pNε,aqt ¨ pNε,aqθsϕ` ε2βhp6qε,a
¯
,
(4.18)
for some doubly-periodic functions h
p5q
ε,a “ hp5qε,apt, θq, hp6qε,a “ hp6qε,apt, θq satisfying (4.5).
At the end from (4.11) and (4.16)–(4.18), and taking into account (4.6), after some elementary
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computations one has
EϕNϕ ´ 2FϕMϕ ` GϕLϕ “ 1
Dε,a
“ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aq|pXε,aqθ|2 ` ppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq|pXε,aqt|2
`ϕtt|pXε,aqθ|2 ` ϕθθ|pXε,aqt|2 ` 1
2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dt
ϕt ´ |pXε,aqθ|
2
2|pXε,aqt|2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dt
ϕt
`1
2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dθ
ϕθ ´ |pXε,aqt|
2
2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dθ
ϕθ ´ 4ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aqϕ
`4ppXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,aq2ϕ´ 2MpXε,aq
`ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aq|pXε,aqθ|2 ` ppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq|pXε,aqt|2˘ϕ
´ `|pNε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ` |pNε,aqθ|2|pXε,aqt|2˘ϕ` ε2βσε,a‰ ,
(4.19)
for some doubly-periodic function σε,a “ σε,apt, θq satisfying
}x´2a σε,a}C0pR2q ď C, (4.20)
where C is a positive constant independent of ε, a, ϕ.
On the other hand, from (4.11), Lemma 3.5–Lemma 3.9, exploiting (4.6) and taking into account
Remark 3.3, Remark 3.4, (3.26), we get that
EϕGϕ ´ 2F2ϕ
“ |pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
„
1´ 2
ˆ pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|2 `
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqθ|2
˙
ϕ` ϕ
2
t
|pXε,aqt|2 `
ϕ2θ
|pXε,aqθ|2
`
ˆ |pNε,aqt|2
|pXε,aqt|2 `
|pNε,aqθ|2
|pXε,aqθ|2
˙
ϕ2 ` ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq ´ ppXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,aq
2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ϕ
2
´2 pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2ϕ
2
θϕ´ 2
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2ϕ
2
tϕ` 4
ppXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,aqppNε,aqt ¨ pNε,aqθq
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ϕ
3
´2 ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aq|pNε,aqθ|
2 ` ppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq|pNε,aqt|2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ϕ
3 ` 4 pXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,a|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2ϕtϕθϕ
` |pNε,aqt|
2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2ϕ
2
θϕ
2 ` |pNε,aqθ|
2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2ϕ
2
tϕ
2 ´ 2 pNε,aqt ¨ pNε,aqθ|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2ϕtϕθϕ
2
`|pNε,aqt|
2|pNε,aqθ|2 ´ 2ppNε,aqt ¨ pNε,aqθq2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ϕ
4

“ |pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
´
1´ 4MpXε,aqϕ` ε2βhp7qε,a
¯
,
(4.21)
for some doubly-periodic function h
p7q
ε,a “ hp7qε,apt, θq satisfying (4.5).
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From (4.10), (4.14), (4.19), (4.21), and taking into account (4.20) we obtain that
2x2aMpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq
“ 2x
2
ab
1´ 12MpXε,aqϕ` ε2βhp8qε,a
"
1
2
„ ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aq
|pXε,aqt|2 `
ppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq
|pXε,aqθ|2

` ϕtt
2|pXε,aqt|2 `
ϕθθ
2|pXε,aqθ|2 `
ˆ
1
4|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dt
´ 1
4|pXε,aqt|4
d|pXε,aqt|2
dt
˙
ϕt
`
ˆ
1
4|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dθ
´ 1
4|pXε,aqθ|4
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dθ
˙
ϕθ
`
„
´2 ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ` 2
ppXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,aq2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
|pNε,aqθ|2
2|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
|pNε,aqt|2
2|pXε,aqt|2
´MpXε,aq
ˆ pXε,aqtt ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqt|2 `
pXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,a
|pXε,aqθ|2
˙
ϕ
*
` ε2β 1
Dε,a
2x2aσε,a
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ,
(4.22)
for some doubly-periodic function h
p8q
ε,a “ hp8qε,apt, θq satisfying (4.5). Moreover, thanks to (3.12), (4.20)
and since Dε,a is uniformly bounded one has that›››› 1Dε,a 2x
2
aσε,a
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
››››
C0pR2q
ď C, (4.23)
for some positive constant C independent of ε, a, ϕ.
Now, exploiting (4.6), taking into account Proposition 3.1 and arguing as in the proof of (3.19)
one has
1b
1´ 12MpXε,aqϕ` ε2βhp8qε,a
“ 1` 6MpXε,aqϕ` ε2βhp9qε,a, (4.24)
for some doubly-periodic function h
p9q
ε,a “ hp9qε,apt, θq satisfying (4.5).
Finally, from (4.22)–(4.24), using repetitively (3.26), exploiting (4.6), and recalling (3.29), (3.30),
(3.45), then after some elementary computations one has
2x2aMpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq “ 2x2aMpXε,aq ` 2x2a
„
ϕtt
2|pXε,aqt|2 `
ϕθθ
2|pXε,aqθ|2
`
ˆ
1
4|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dt
´ 1
4|pXε,aqt|4
d|pXε,aqt|2
dt
˙
ϕt
`
ˆ
1
4|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dθ
´ 1
4|pXε,aqθ|4
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dθ
˙
ϕθ
`
ˆ
p2MpXε,aqq2 ´ 2 ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aqppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
`2 ppXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,aq
2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
|pNε,aqθ|2
2|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
|pNε,aqt|2
2|pXε,aqt|2
˙
ϕ

` ε2βhp10qε,a
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“ 2x2aMpXε,aq ` 2x2a
„
ϕtt
2|pXε,aqt|2 `
ϕθθ
2|pXε,aqθ|2
`
ˆ
1
4|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dt
´ 1
4|pXε,aqt|4
d|pXε,aqt|2
dt
˙
ϕt
`
ˆ
1
4|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2
d|pXε,aqt|2
dθ
´ 1
4|pXε,aqθ|4
d|pXε,aqθ|2
dθ
˙
ϕθ
`
ˆ ppXε,aqtt ¨Nε,aq2
|pXε,aqt|4 `
ppXε,aqθθ ¨Nε,aq2
|pXε,aqθ|4
`2 ppXε,aqtθ ¨Nε,aq
2
|pXε,aqt|2|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
|pNε,aqθ|2
2|pXε,aqθ|2 ´
|pNε,aqt|2
2|pXε,aqt|2
˙
ϕ

` ε2βhp10qε,a
“ 2x2aMpXε,aq ` Lε,aϕ` ε2βhp10qε,a
for some doubly-periodic function h
p10q
ε,a “ hp10qε,a pt, θq satisfying (4.5). This ends the proof of (ii). ˝
As in immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1-(ii) we obtain:
Corollary 4.2 Fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, for every R ą 0 and β ą 0 there exists ε0 ą 0 such that for any
a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q, ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq one has
}B0ε,apϕq}C0pKn,aq ď Cε2β ,
for some positive constant C independent of a, ε, ϕ.
In the last part of this section we study the right-hand side of (4.4) and we discuss the following
result.
Proposition 4.3 Let R ą 0 and let H : R3 Ñ R be a function of class C1 satisfying (1.4) and (1.10)
for some A : S2 Ñ R, β ą 0 and ν ą 0. Then, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such
that for any a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q, and for any ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq one has
2x2aHpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq “ 2x2a ` 2x2aεβAp pXε,aq ` εβ`rνξε,a (4.25)
for some function ξε,a “ ξε,apt, θq which is doubly-periodic with respect to the rectangle Kn,a “
r´nτa, nτas ˆ r´pi, pis, with n as in (4.1), and satisfies
}ξε,a}C0pKn,aq ď C (4.26)
and rν “ mint1, νu.
We firstly state a couple of preliminary lemmata.
Lemma 4.4 Let H : R3 Ñ R be a function satisfying (1.4) for some continuous function A : S2 Ñ R,
β ą 0 and ν ą 0. Then, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for any
a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε P p0, ε0q one has
2x2aHpXε,aq “ 2x2a ` 2x2aεβAp pXε,aq ` εβ`rνρε,a where pXε,a “ Xε,a|Xε,a| , (4.27)rν “ mint1, νu and ρε,a “ ρε,apt, θq is a doubly-periodic function (with respect to the rectangle Kn,a “
r´nτa, nτas ˆ r´pi, pis where n is as in (4.1)) satisfying
}x´2a ρε,a}C0pKn,aq ď C . (4.28)
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Proof. By (1.4), for any X P R3 with |X | large enough we can write
HpXq “ 1` Ap
pXq
|X |β `
H1pXq
|X |β`ν
where pX “ X{|X | and H1 is bounded. By direct computation (see (3.2) or (3.9)) we have
|Xε,a| “ ε´1
a
1` 2εxa sin θ ` ε2x2a. (4.29)
Then, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q and arguing as in the proof of (3.19), taking into account Remark 3.3, we can
find ε0 ą 0 such that for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q
1
|Xε,a|β “ ε
β
´
1` εx´2a ρp1qε,a
¯
,
1
|Xε,a|β`ν “ ε
β`νx´2a ρ
p2q
ε,a (4.30)
for some doubly-periodic functions ρ
piq
ε,a “ ρpiqε,apt, θq pi “ 1, 2q, satisfying
}x´2a ρpiqε,a}C0pKn,aq ď C
for some positive constant C independent of ε, a. Then, by (4.29)–(4.30), after multiplication by 2x2a
we obtain
2x2aHpXε,aq “ 2x2a ` 2x2aεβAp pXε,aq ` 2εβ`1ρp1qε,aAp pXε,aq ` 2εβ`νρp2qε,a
which implies (4.27). ˝
Lemma 4.5 Let H : R3 Ñ R be a function of class C1 satisfying (1.10) for some β ą 0 and let R ą 0.
Then, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for any a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q,
for any ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq one has
(i) }2x2ap∇HpXε,aq ¨Nε,aqϕ}C0pKn,aq ď Cε2β`1;
(ii) }B1ε,apϕq}C0pKn,aq ď Cε2β`1
where Kn,a “ r´nτa, nτas ˆ r´pi, pis with n as in (4.1).
Proof. (i) By (1.10) there exists C ą 0 such that
|∇HpXq| ď C|X |β`1
for every X P R3 with |X | large enough. Then, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q and arguing as in the proof of Lemma
4.4, we can find ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε P p0, ε0q
|∇HpXε,aq ¨Nε,a| ď C1εβ`1
for some constant C1 independent of a and ε. Then, thanks to (4.6), (i) follows.
(ii) By definition (4.4), we can write B1ε,apϕq as
B1ε,apϕq “ Jε,apϕqϕ (4.31)
where
Jε,apϕq :“
ż 1
0
p∇HpXε,a ` rϕNε,aq ´∇HpXε,aqq ¨Nε,a dr .
Then, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, using again (1.10) and arguing as in the proof of (i), we find ε0 ą 0 and
C ą 0 such that for all a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q and ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq
|Jε,apϕq| ď sup
rPr0,1s
|∇HpXε,a ` rϕNε,aq| ` |∇HpXε,aq| ď Cεβ`1 @pt, θq P R2. (4.32)
Finally, joining (4.31), (4.32) and exploiting (4.6) we readily deduce (ii). ˝
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Proof of Proposition 4.3. Recalling (4.4) and using Lemmata 4.4 and 4.5, fixing a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist
ε0 ą 0 such that for every a P r´a0, a0szt0u, ε P p0, ε0q and ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq one has
2x2aHpXε,a ` ϕNε,aq “ 2x2a ` 2x2aεβAp pXε,aq ` εβ`rνρε,a ` 2x2ap∇HpXε,aq ¨Nε,aqϕ`B1ε,apϕq (4.33)
where ρε,a is doubly-periodic with respect to the rectangle Kn,a and satisfies (4.28), for some positive
constant C independent of a, ε, ϕ. Then from (4.33) we infer that (4.25) holds with
ξε,a :“ ρε,a ` ε´β´rν “2x2ap∇HpXε,aq ¨Nε,aqϕ`B1ε,apϕq‰ .
One has that ξε,a “ ξε,apt, θq is double-periodic, because B1ε,apϕq is so, by (4.33). Moreover, taking
into account (4.28), Remark 3.4 and the estimates (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.5, we easily check that ξε,a
satisfies (4.26) with a constant C ą 0 independent of a, ε, ϕ. ˝
5 Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. To this aim we firstly need to state some facts occurring
in the singular limit, that is, as aÑ 0. In this limit, taking account of Lemma 2.3 piiiq, the normalized
Jacobi operator La introduced in (3.31) becomes
L0ϕ :“ ∆ϕ` 2p sech tq2ϕ . (5.1)
Moreover, taking the limit a Ñ 0 in the mappings belonging to the set Wa introduced in (2.11), we
obtain the set
W0 :“ t´1` t tanh t , ´ tanh t , sech t cos θ , sech t sin θu , (5.2)
having omitted the limits of w´a,1 cos θ and w
´
a,1 sin θ, which are the null function. Moreover, in view
of Lemma 2.3 again, in particular of the fact that xaptq Ñ sech t and τa Ñ 8 as a Ñ 0 (see (2.5)),
the bound with respect to the norm (1.8) becomes a condition of the form
sup
pt,θqPRˆr´pi,pis
pcosh tq “|ϕpt, θq| ` |∇ϕpt, θq| ` |D2ϕpt, θq|‰ ă 8 . (5.3)
We have that:
Lemma 5.1 For every ϕ P C2pRˆ R{2piq satisfying (5.3) one has thatż
Rˆr´pi,pis
wL0ϕdt dθ “ 0 . (5.4)
where L0 is the operator defined in (5.1) and w is any mapping in the class W0 defined in (5.2).
Proof. We firstly observe that by definition of L0 and in view of the assumption (5.3), the integral in
(5.4) is well-defined and finite. Thenż
Rˆr´pi,pis
wL0ϕdt dθ “ lim
MÑ8
ż
r´M,Msˆr´pi,pis
w
“
ϕtt ` ϕθθ ` 2p sech tq2ϕ
‰
dt dθ .
After a double integration by parts, we haveż
r´M,Msˆr´pi,pis
wϕθθ dt dθ “
ż
r´M,Msˆr´pi,pis
wθθϕdt dθż
r´M,Msˆr´pi,pis
wϕtt dt dθ “
ż
r´M,Msˆr´pi,pis
wttϕdt dθ ` IpMq ´ Ip´Mq
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where
Ip˘Mq “
ż pi
´pi
rwp˘M, θqϕtp˘M, θq ´ wtp˘M, θqϕp˘M, θqs dθ .
Thenż
r´M,Msˆr´pi,pis
w
“
ϕtt ` ϕθθ ` 2p sech tq2ϕ
‰
dt dθ “
ż
r´M,Msˆr´pi,pis
ϕL0w dt dθ ` IpMq ´ Ip´Mq
and (5.4) follows, since L0w “ 0 and, by the shape of w and by (5.3), Ip˘Mq Ñ 0 as M Ñ8. ˝
Proof. of Theorem 1.1. Let H : R3 Ñ R be as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. Assume by contra-
diction that the thesis is false. This means that there exist sequences pakqk Ă Rzt0u with ak Ñ 0,
pnkqk Ă N with nk Ñ 8, and pϕkqk Ă C2,αpR2,Rq where for any k P N the function ϕk is doubly-
periodic with respect to the rectangle Knk,ak “ r´nkτak , nkτak s ˆ r´pi, pis, satisfies
}ϕk}C2pKnk,ak ;x´1ak q ď
R
n
β
k
for some constant R ą 0 independent of k, and
MpXεk,ak ` ϕkNεk,akq “ HpXεk,ak ` ϕkNεk,akq (5.5)
being
εk “ pi
nkhak
.
Recalling the definition (4.2) and taking into account that, as ak Ñ 0, then hak Ñ 1 (see (2.6)), every
ϕk belongs to Bεk,akpβ,Rq, for some R ą 0 independent of k. Since εk Ñ 0 and ak Ñ 0, we can find
k¯ P N such that for all k ě k¯ the expansions provided by Propositions 3.1, 3.7, 4.1 and 4.3 hold true.
Hence, setting for brevity σk “: σεk,ak , hk :“ hεk,ak , ξk :“ ξεk,ak and
gk :“ 2x3ak ` 2z1akxak ´ 4pz1akq2xak ´
pz1akq3
xak
´ 2γak
pz1akq2
xak
, (5.6)
for all k ě k¯ we have
2x2akMpXεk,ak `ϕkNεk,akq “ 2x2ak `εkgk sin θ`ε2kσk`Lakϕk`εkLp1qak ϕk`ε2kLp2qεk,akϕk`ε2βk hk (5.7)
and
2x2akHpXεk,ak ` ϕkNεk,akq “ 2x2ak ` 2x2akεβkAp pXεk,akq ` εβ`rνk ξk where pXεk,ak “ Xεk,ak|Xεk,ak | , (5.8)
Lak is the normalized Jacobi operator introduced in (3.31), L
p1q
ak and L
p2q
εk,ak are the operators defined in
(3.32), (3.33), and the mappings σk, hk, ξk are doubly-periodic functions with respect to the rectangle
Knk,ak and satisfy the uniform estimate
}σk}C0pKnk,ak q ` }hk}C0pKnk,ak q ` }ξk}C0pKnk,ak q ď C (5.9)
for some constant C ą 0 independent of k (as it follows from (3.7) and Remark 3.4, (4.5), (4.26)).
According to the values of β we distinguish two cases and we prove they all lead a contradiction.
Case 1: Assume that β P p0, 1q. Setting for k ě k¯
rϕkpt, θq :“ 1
ε
β
k
ϕkpt, θq pt, θq P R2 , (5.10)
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we obtain a new sequence prϕkqk Ă C2,αpR2q of doubly-periodic functions (with respect to the rectangle
Knk,ak), such that for all k ě k¯ one has
|rϕkpt, θq| ` |∇rϕkpt, θq| ` |D2 rϕkpt, θq| ď Rxakptq, @pt, θq P R2, (5.11)
and, by the hypothesis (1.12)
rD2 rϕksα,Knk,ak ď R .
In particular, in view of Remark 3.3, and taking into account that ak Ñ 0, there exists a positive
constant C1 independent of k such that
}rϕk}C2,αpR2q ď C1 @k ě k¯ . (5.12)
Now, observe that in terms of rϕk we can rewrite (5.7) as
2x2akMpXεk,ak ` ϕkNεk,akq
“ 2x2ak ` εkgk sin θ ` ε2kσk ` εβkLak rϕk ` ε1`βk Lp1qak rϕk ` ε2`βk Lp2qεk,ak rϕk ` ε2βk hk
“ 2x2ak ` εkgk sin θ ` εβkLak rϕk ` ε2βk ζk,
(5.13)
where we have set
ζk :“ ε2´2βk σk ` ε1´βk Lp1qak rϕk ` ε2´βk Lp2qεk,ak rϕk ` hk .
In particular ζk is doubly-periodic and thanks to (3.32)–(3.34), (5.9), (5.12), taking into account that
β P p0, 1q, ak Ñ 0, εk Ñ 0 and Remark 3.3, we see that
}ζk}C0pR2q ď C2 @k ě k¯
for some positive constant C2 independent of k.
At the end, from (5.5), (5.8), (5.13), we obtain the following crucial identity
εkgak sin θ ` εβkLak rϕk ` ε2βk ζk “ 2x2akεβkAp pXεk,akq ` εβ`rνk ξk . (5.14)
Let us observe that, since
| pXε,a ´ e2| ď ε|Xε,a ´ ε´1e2| ` p1´ ε|Xε,a|q
ε|Xε,a| ,
by (3.4) and (4.29), pXε,a Ñ e2 as εÑ 0 and then, by the continuity of A,
Ap pXεk,akq Ñ Ape2q . (5.15)
Moreover, from (5.12) and by a standard compactness result (see [16, Lemma 6.36]), up to a sub-
sequence (still indexed by k for brevity) we get that rϕk Ñ rϕ in C2locpR2q for some function ϕ˜ P
C2pRˆR{2piq. In addition, from (5.11) and since xakptq Ñ sech t (see Lemma 2.3-(iii)), we infer that
|rϕpt, θq| ` |∇rϕpt, θq| ` |D2 rϕpt, θq| ď R sech t, @pt, θq P R2. (5.16)
Hence, fixing pt, θq P R2, dividing each side of (5.14) by εβk and passing to the limit as kÑ 8, taking
into account of (5.15), that β P p0, 1q, xakptq Ñ sech ptq, γak{xakptq Ñ 0, and that }gk}C0pRq ď C3, for
some positive constant C3 independent of k (as it follows by Remark 3.3), we get that
∆ϕ˜` 2p sech tq2ϕ˜ “ 2Ape2qp sech tq2 . (5.17)
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Then, multiplying each side of (5.17) by the function 1´ t tanh t, and integrating over Rˆr´pi, pis
(which makes sense in view of (5.16)), we haveż
Rˆr´pi,pis
p1´ t tanh tqp∆ϕ˜` 2p sech tq2ϕ˜q dt dθ “ 2piApe2q
ż 8
´8
p sech tq2p1´ t tanh tq dt . (5.18)
Now, by Lemma 5.1 the left-hand side of (5.18) is zero. Therefore, observing thatż 8
´8
p sech tq2p1´ t tanh tq dt “ 1
2
“
tp sech tq2 ` tanh t‰ ˇˇ8´8 “ 1 ,
one obtains Ape2q “ 0, contrary to the hypothesis (1.9).
Case 2: Assume that β “ 1. As in case 1, we introduce the functions rϕk defined by (5.10) with
β “ 1. Each rϕk turns out to solve
εkgak sin θ ` εkLak rϕk ` ε2kζk “ 2x2akεkAp pXεk,akq ` ε1`rνk ξk (5.19)
where ζk, ξk are some doubly-periodic functions satisfying
}ζk}C0pKnk,ak q ` }ξk}C0pKnk,ak q ď C
for some constantC independent of k. Moreover (5.11) holds true again, and then, up to a subsequence,rϕk Ñ rϕ in C2locpR2q for some rϕ P C2pR ˆ R{2piq satisfying (5.16). In order to pass to the limit in
(5.19), we observe that, in view of Lemma 2.3-(iii), (1.6) and since γak Ñ 0, one has xak Ñ sech t,
z1ak Ñ sech 2t, and thus we deduce that (see (5.6))
gakptq Ñ 4p sech tq3 ´ 5p sech tq5 “: g0ptq . (5.20)
Then, dividing (5.19) by εk, and passing to the limit as k Ñ 8, we obtain that ϕ˜ P C2pR ˆ R{2piq
satisfies
g0ptq sin θ `∆rϕ` 2p sech tq2 rϕ “ 2Ape2q p sech tq2 . (5.21)
Finally, multiplying (5.21) by wptq “ 1´ t tanh t, integrating over Rˆ r´pi, pis and observing thatż
Rˆr´pi,pis
p1´ t tanh tq g0ptq sin θ dt dθ “ 0 ,
then, thanks to Lemma 5.1, we obtain a contradiction as in Case 1.
It remains the case β ą 1 but in this situation Theorem 1.1 is a corollary of Theorem 1.2. ˝
Remark 5.2 piq We observe that in the proof of Theorem 1.1, when β P p0, 1s, if we test the limit
equation (5.17) (in case 0 ă β ă 1) or (5.21) (in case β “ 1) with any other function in the class
W0 different from ´1 ` t tanh t (see (5.2)), then we get no contradiction, because both sides of the
resulting equation vanish.
piiq Let us consider the case β ą 1. If we repeat the argument developed in the previous proof, we
find that each rϕk, defined by (5.10), solves
εkgak sin θ`ε2kσk`εβkLak rϕk`ε1`βk Lp1qak rϕk`ε2`βk Lp2qεk,ak rϕk`ε2βk hk “ 2x2akεβkAp pXεk,akq`εβ`rνk ξk . (5.22)
Moreover, since the sequence prϕkqk turns out to be bounded in C2pR2q, and β ą 1, dividing (5.22)
by εk and taking into account (5.20), we arrive to find g0ptq sin θ ” 0, as a limit equation. This is
obviously a contradiction. However this argument suggests that, in case β ą 1, solutions of the form
Xn,a`ϕNn,a might exist by taking perturbations ϕ whose weighted norm (1.8) satisfy a bound of order
n´1 (i.e., ϕ P Bε,ap1, Rq), rather than n´β (i.e., ϕ P Bε,apβ,Rq). In fact, also this case is excluded,
according to Theorem 1.2, provided that R is not too large.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. We argue by contradiction and we repeat the same steps as in the proof of
Theorem 1.1. In the first part, the only difference concerns the normalization condition, which now
is accomplished by setting rϕkpt, θq :“ 1
εk
ϕkpt, θq, pt, θq P R2 .
In this way we obtain a new sequence prϕkqk Ă C2,αpR2q of doubly-periodic functions (with respect to
the rectangle Knk,ak), satisfying for all k large enough
|rϕkpt, θq| ` |∇rϕkpt, θq| ` |D2 rϕkpt, θq| ď R1hak
pi
xakptq @pt, θq P R2 .
Moreover each rϕk solves the equation
εkgak sin θ ` εkLak rϕk ` ε2kζk “ 2x2akεβkAp pXεk,akq ` εβ`rνk ξk
where ζk and ξk are doubly periodic functions uniformly bounded on R
2 with a constant independent
of k. Passing to the limit k Ñ8, we find a function rϕ P C2pRˆ R{2piq such that“
4p sech tq3 ´ 5p sech tq5‰ sin θ `∆rϕ` 2p sech tq2 rϕ “ 0 on R2 (5.23)
and
|rϕpt, θq| ` |∇rϕpt, θq| ` |D2 rϕpt, θq| ď R1
pi
sech t @pt, θq P R2 , (5.24)
because hak Ñ 1. Evaluating (5.23)–(5.24) at pt, θq “ p0, pi2 q, and using the estimate |∆rϕ| ď ?2 |D2 rϕ|,
we obtain
1 “ |∆rϕp0, pi
2
q ` 2rϕp0, pi
2
q| ď
?
2
R1
pi
` 2 R1
pi
contrary to the bound R1 ă pi
2`?2 . ˝
A Basic identities for orthogonal parameterizations
In this appendix we write some identities for orthogonal parameterizations which are repeatedly used
all through the paper. Firstly, let us recall some elementary vectorial identities. For any V1, V2, V3 P R3
one has
V1 ^ pV2 ^ V3q “ V2pV1 ¨ V3q ´ V3pV1 ¨ V2q , (A.1)
V1 ¨ pV2 ^ V3q “ V2 ¨ pV3 ^ V1q “ V3 ¨ pV1 ^ V2q . (A.2)
Moreover
RσV1 ^RσV2 “ RσpV1 ^ V2q, RσV1 ¨RσV2 “ V1 ¨ V2, for any σ P R, V1, V2 P R3 (A.3)
where Rσ denotes the rotation matrix defined in (1.15). In addition,
QσV1 ¨RσV2 “ e1 ¨ pV1 ^ V2q, QσV1 ¨QσV2 “ qV1 ¨ qV2, for any σ P R, V1, V2 P R3, (A.4)
where qV P R3 denotes the vector whose first component is zero and whose remaining two components
coincide with those of V , that is qV :“ V ´pV ¨e1qe1, and Qσ is the matrix obtained by differentiating
Rσ with respect to σ (see (1.15) for its explicit form).
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Let Ω Ă R2 be a domain and let X “ Xpt, θq : Ω Ñ R3 be a parametrization of a regular surface
Σ. Assume that X is an orthogonal parametrization, i.e.
Xt ¨Xθ “ 0 . (A.5)
Then, the unit normal is given by
N “ Xt ^Xθ|Xt||Xθ| . (A.6)
Differentiating the identity N ¨N “ 1 one has
Nt ¨N “ 0, Nθ ¨N “ 0 . (A.7)
Moreover, differentiating (A.7) and the relations Xt ¨N “ 0, Xθ ¨N “ 0 one gets
Ntt ¨N “ ´|Nt|2 Xt ¨Nθ “ ´Xtθ ¨N “ Xθ ¨Nt ,
Nθθ ¨N “ ´|Nθ|2 , Xt ¨Nt “ ´Xtt ¨N,
Ntθ ¨N “ ´Nt ¨Nθ , Xθ ¨Nθ “ ´Xθθ ¨N.
(A.8)
Concerning the second partial derivatives of X , by direct computation it is easy to check that
Xtt ¨Xt “ 1
2
d|Xt|2
dt
, Xtθ ¨Xt “ 1
2
d|Xt|2
dθ
,
Xtθ ¨Xθ “ 1
2
d|Xθ|2
dt
, Xθθ ¨Xθ 1
2
d|Xθ|2
dθ
.
(A.9)
Moreover, since
Xtt ¨Xθ “ d
dt
rXt ¨Xθs ´Xtθ ¨Xt , Xθθ ¨Xt “ d
dθ
rXt ¨Xθs ´Xtθ ¨Xθ, ,
then, exploiting (A.5) and (A.9) we get that
Xtt ¨Xθ “ ´1
2
d|Xt|2
dθ
, Xθθ ¨Xt “ ´1
2
d|Xθ|2
dt
. (A.10)
From (A.6) and exploiting (A.1) one gets
Xt ^N “ ´ |Xt||Xθ|Xθ “ ´|Xt|
xXθ where xXθ “ Xθ|Xθ| ,
N ^Xθ “ ´|Xθ||Xt|Xt “ ´|Xθ|
xXt where xXt “ Xt|Xt| .
(A.11)
Then, decomposing vectors with respect to the basis txXt, xXθ, Nu and taking into account (A.5)–(A.8),
we deduce that
Xt ^Nθ “ ´ |Xt||Xθ| pXθθ ¨NqN , N ^Nθ “
pXθθ ¨Nq
|Xθ|
xXt ´ pXtθ ¨Nq|Xt| xXθ ,
Nt ^Xθ “ ´|Xθ||Xt| pXtt ¨NqN , Nt ^N “ ´
pXtθ ¨Nq
|Xθ|
xXt ` pXtt ¨Nq|Xt| xXθ .
(A.12)
Finally, using again (A.7), (A.8), (A.2) and also (A.12) and decomposing with respect to the basis
txXt, xXθ, Nu we obtain
Nt ^Nθ “ pXtt ¨NqpXθθ ¨Nq ´ pXtθ ¨Nq
2
|Xt||Xθ| N . (A.13)
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B The first and second variations of the mean curvature op-
erator
In this section we compute the first and second variation of the mean curvature operator with respect
to normal variations of orthogonal parametrizations of smooth regular surfaces in R3.
Proposition B.1 Let Ω Ă R2 be a domain and let X “ Xpt, θq : ΩÑ R3 be an orthogonal parametriza-
tion of a smooth regular surface with unit normal N . For any given ϕ P C2pΩq, and for any fixed
pt, θq P Ω one has that
d
ds
rMpX ` sϕNqss“0 “
ˆ
1
2|Xt|2
˙
ϕtt `
ˆ
1
2|Xθ|2
˙
ϕθθ
`
ˆ
1
4|Xt|2|Xθ|2
d|Xθ|2
dt
´ 1
4|Xt|4
d|Xt|2
dt
˙
ϕt `
ˆ
1
4|Xt|2|Xθ|2
d|Xt|2
dθ
´ 1
4|Xθ|4
d|Xθ|2
dθ
˙
ϕθ
`
ˆ
2pXtθ ¨Nq2
|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´
|Nθ|2
2|Xθ|2 ´
|Nt|2
2|Xt|2 `
pXtt ¨Nq2
|Xt|4 `
pXθθ ¨Nq2
|Xθ|4
˙
ϕ .
(B.1)
Proposition B.2 Under the same assumptions of Proposition B.1 one has
d2
ds2
rMpX ` sϕNqss“0 “ ϕ2t
ˆ
1
2
Xtt ¨N
|Xt|4 ´
1
2
Xθθ ¨N
|Xt|2|Xθ|2
˙
` ϕ2θ
ˆ
´1
2
Xtt ¨N
|Xt|2|Xθ|2 `
1
2
Xθθ ¨N
|Xθ|4
˙
` ϕ2
ˆ
´6 pNt ¨NθqpXtθ ¨Nq|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ` 12
pXtt ¨NqpXtθ ¨Nq2
|Xt|4|Xθ|2
`12 pXθθ ¨NqpXtθ ¨Nq
2
|Xt|2|Xθ|4 ´ 3
pXtt ¨Nq|Nt|2
|Xt|4 ´ 3
pXθθ ¨Nq|Nθ|2
|Xθ|4
`4 pXtt ¨Nq
3
|Xt|6 ` 4
pXθθ ¨Nq3
|Xθ|6
˙
` ϕtϕθ
ˆ
2
Xtθ ¨N
|Xt|2|Xθ|2
˙
` ϕϕt
ˆ
´ Nθθ ¨Xt|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´
Ntt ¨Xt
|Xt|4 ´
3
2
Xtt ¨N
|Xt|6
d|Xt|2
dt
` Xθθ ¨N|Xt|2|Xθ|4
d|Xθ|2
dt
` 1
2
Xtt ¨N
|Xt|4|Xθ|2
d|Xθ|2
dt
´1
2
pXtθ ¨Nq
|Xt|2|Xθ|4
d|Xθ|2
dθ
´ 3
2
Xtθ ¨N
|Xt|4|Xθ|2
d|Xt|2
dθ
˙
` ϕϕθ
ˆ
´ Ntt ¨Xθ|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´
Nθθ ¨Xθ
|Xθ|4 ´
3
2
Xθθ ¨N
|Xθ|6
d|Xθ|2
dθ
` Xtt ¨N|Xt|4|Xθ|2
d|Xt|2
dθ
` 1
2
Xθθ ¨N
|Xt|2|Xθ|4
d|Xt|2
dθ
´1
2
Xtθ ¨N
|Xt|4|Xθ|2
d|Xt|2
dt
´ 3
2
Xtθ ¨N
|Xt|2|Xθ|4
d|Xθ|2
dt
˙
` ϕϕθθ
ˆ
2
Xθθ ¨N
|Xθ|4
˙
` ϕϕtt
ˆ
2
Xtt ¨N
|Xt|4
˙
` ϕϕtθ
ˆ
4
Xtθ ¨N
|X2t |Xθ|2
˙
.
(B.2)
For the proofs of Proposition B.1, Proposition B.2 we need a preliminary technical result.
Lemma B.3 Under the same assumptions of Proposition B.1, letting
Nϕpsq “ pX ` sϕNqt ^ pX ` sϕNqθ|pX ` sϕNqt ^ pX ` sϕNqθ| , (B.3)
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one has that „
d
ds
Nϕpsq

s“0
“ ´ϕθ
xXθ
|Xθ| ´ ϕt
xXt
|Xt| (B.4)
and „
d2
ds2
Nϕpsq

s“0
“ ´2
ˆ
ϕtϕ
Xtt ¨N
|Xt|2 ` ϕθϕ
Xtθ ¨N
|Xθ|2
˙ xXt
|Xt|
´ 2
ˆ
ϕθϕ
Xθθ ¨N
|Xθ|2 ` ϕtϕ
Xtθ ¨N
|Xt|2
˙ xXθ
|Xθ| ´
ˆ
ϕ2t
|Xt|2 `
ϕ2θ
|Xθ|2
˙
N .
(B.5)
Proof. Let X , N and ϕ be as in the statement of Proposition B.1. Set
Jϕpsq :“ pX ` sϕNqt ^ pX ` sϕNqθ
“ Xt ^Xθ ` s rϕθpXt ^Nq ` ϕpXt ^Nθq ` ϕtpN ^Xθq ` ϕpNt ^Xθqs
` s2 “ϕtϕpN ^Nθq ` ϕϕθpNt ^Nq ` ϕ2pNt ^Nθq‰ .
Using (A.6) and (A.11), (A.12) we have that
Jϕpsq “ |Xt||Xθ|N ` s
„
´ϕθ|Xt|xXθ ´ ϕt|Xθ|xXt ´ ϕˆ |Xt||Xθ| pXθθ ¨Nq ` |Xθ||Xt| pXtt ¨Nq
˙
N

` s2
„
ϕtϕ
ˆ
Xθθ ¨N
|Xθ|
xXt ´ Xtθ ¨N|Xt| xXθ
˙
` ϕϕθ
ˆ
´Xtθ ¨N|Xθ|
xXt ` Xtt ¨N|Xt| xXθ
˙
`ϕ2 pXtt ¨NqpXθθ ¨Nq ´ pXtθ ¨Nq
2
|Xt||Xθ| N

.
(B.6)
Setting for brevity
f1 :“ |Xt||Xθ| pXθθ ¨Nq `
|Xθ|
|Xt| pXtt ¨Nq and f2 :“
pXtt ¨NqpXθθ ¨Nq ´ pXtθ ¨Nq2
|Xt||Xθ| , (B.7)
from (B.6) we deduce that
d
ds
Jϕpsq “ ´ϕθ|Xt|xXθ ´ ϕt|Xθ|xXt ´ ϕf1N
` 2s
„ˆ
ϕtϕ
Xθθ ¨N
|Xθ| ´ ϕϕθ
Xtθ ¨N
|Xθ|
˙ xXt ` ˆϕϕθXtt ¨N|Xt| ´ ϕtϕXtθ ¨N|Xt|
˙ xXθ ` ϕ2f2N . (B.8)
Now, we observe that
d
ds
|Jϕ| “
Jϕ ¨ dJϕds
|Jϕ| and
d2
ds2
|Jϕ| “
ˇˇˇ
dJϕ
ds
ˇˇˇ2
` Jϕ ¨ d
2Jϕ
ds2
´ ` d
ds
|Jϕ|
˘2
|Jϕ| .
Using (B.8) we see that „
d
ds
|Jϕpsq|

s“0
“ N ¨ p´ϕf1Nq “ ´ϕf1 . (B.9)
Moreover, observing that ˇˇˇˇ
d
ds
Jϕpsq
ˇˇˇˇ2
s“0
“ ϕ2θ|Xt|2 ` ϕ2t |Xθ|2 ` ϕ2f21 ,
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and since
N ¨
„
d2
ds2
Jϕpsq

s“0
“ 2ϕ2f2 ,
as it follows by differentiating (B.8), then, after some elementary computations, we obtain„
d2
ds2
Jϕpsq
2
s“0
“ ϕ2θ
|Xt|
|Xθ| ` ϕ
2
t
|Xθ|
|Xt| ` 2ϕ
2f2 . (B.10)
Finally, since Nϕpsq “ |Jϕpsq|´1Jϕpsq,
d
ds
Nϕpsq “
d
ds
Jϕpsq
|Jϕpsq| ´
Jϕpsq
|Jϕpsq|2
d
ds
|Jϕpsq| ,
then, exploiting (B.8)–(B.10) we get (B.4). Moreover, since
d2
ds2
Nϕpsq “
d2
ds2
Jϕpsq
|Jϕpsq| ´ 2
d
ds
Jϕpsq
|Jϕpsq|2
d
ds
|Jϕpsq| ´ Jϕpsq|Jϕpsq|2
d2
ds2
|Jϕpsq| ` 2 Jϕpsq|Jϕpsq|3
ˆ
d
ds
|Jϕpsq|
˙2
,
then, recalling the definition of f1 (see (B.7)), using (B.9), (B.10), and after some elementary compu-
tations, we obtain (B.5). ˝
Proof of Propositions B.1 and B.2. Let X , N and ϕ be as in the statement of Proposition B.1.
By definition of mean curvature one has
MpX ` sϕNq “ EpsqN psq ´ 2FpsqMpsq ` GpsqLpsq
2pEpsqGpsq ´ F2psqq “:
P psq
Qpsq
where the coefficients of the first and second fundamental form correspond to the parameterization
X ` sϕN . Then„
d
ds
MpX ` sϕNq

s“0
“ P
1p0qQp0q ´ P p0qQ1p0q
pQp0qq2 “
P 1p0q
Qp0q ´MpXq
Q1p0q
Qp0q , (B.11)
and „
d2
ds2
MpX ` sϕNq

s“0
“ P
2p0q
Qp0q ´ 2
P 1p0qQ1p0q
pQp0qq2 ` 2 MpXq
ˆ
Q1p0q
Qp0q
˙2
´MpXqQ
2p0q
Qp0q . (B.12)
To conclude we need to compute P p0q P 1p0q, P 2p0q, Qp0q, Q1p0q, Q2p0q. To this end we begin observing
that from (A.6) and (A.7) one has
Epsq “ |pX ` sϕNqt|2 “ |Xt|2 ` 2sϕpXt ¨Ntq ` s2
“
ϕ2t ` ϕ2|Nt|2
‰
,
and thus
Ep0q “ |Xt|2 , E 1p0q “ 2ϕXt ¨Nt , E2p0q “ 2ϕ2t ` 2ϕ2|Nt|2 . (B.13)
By the same argument, one has
Gpsq “ |pX ` sϕNqθ|2 “ |Xθ|2 ` 2sϕpXθ ¨Nθq ` s2
“
ϕ2θ ` ϕ2|Nθ|2
‰
,
so that
Gp0q “ |Xθ|2, G1p0q “ 2ϕXθ ¨Nθ , G2p0q “ 2ϕ2θ ` 2ϕ2|Nθ|2 . (B.14)
Moreover, since
Fpsq “ Xt ¨Xθ ` sϕrpXt ¨Nθq ` pXθ ¨Ntqs ` s2
“
ϕtϕθ ` ϕ2pNt ¨Nθq
‰
,
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and X is orthogonal, by (A.8) it is immediate to check that
Fp0q “ 0 , F 1p0q “ ´2ϕpXtθ ¨Nq , F2p0q “ 2ϕtϕθ ` 2ϕ2pNt ¨Nθq . (B.15)
Let us treat the remaining coefficients. Firstly, by definition one has
N psq “ rXθθ ` s pϕθθN ` 2ϕθNθ ` ϕNθθqs ¨Nϕpsq (B.16)
where Nϕpsq is the normal vector corresponding to the parametric surface X` sϕN , defined in (B.3).
In particular, recalling that Nϕp0q “ N , we have that
N p0q “ Xθθ ¨N , (B.17)
and differentiating (B.16), taking into account Lemma B.3, we infer that
N 1p0q “ ϕθθ ` ϕpNθθ ¨Nq ´ ϕθXθθ ¨Xθ|Xθ|2 ´ ϕt
Xθθ ¨Xt
|Xt|2 (B.18)
and
N 2p0q “ ´4ϕ2θ
Nθ ¨Xθ
|Xθ|2 ´ 4ϕθϕt
Nθ ¨Xt
|Xt|2 ´ 2ϕθϕ
Nθθ ¨Xθ
|Xθ|2
´ 2ϕtϕNθθ ¨Xt|Xt|2 ´ 2ϕtϕ
pXθθ ¨XtqpXtt ¨Nq
|Xt|4
´ 2ϕθϕ pXθθ ¨XtqpXtθ ¨Nq|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´ 2ϕθϕ
pXθθ ¨XθqpXθθ ¨Nq
|Xθ|4
´ 2ϕtϕ pXθθ ¨XθqpXtθ ¨Nq|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´ ϕ
2
t
Xθθ ¨N
|Xt|2 ´ ϕ
2
θ
Xθθ ¨N
|Xθ|2 .
(B.19)
Similarly, since Lpsq “ rXtt ` s pϕttN ` 2ϕtNt ` ϕNttqs ¨Nϕpsq, we immediately deduce that
Lp0q “ Xtt ¨N , (B.20)
L1p0q “ ϕtt ` ϕNtt ¨N ´ ϕθXtt ¨Xθ|Xθ|2 ´ ϕt
Xtt ¨Xt
|Xt|2 , (B.21)
L2p0q “ ´4ϕ2t
Nt ¨Xt
|Xt|2 ´ 4ϕtϕθ
Nt ¨Xθ
|Xθ|2 ´ 2ϕθϕ
Ntt ¨Xθ
|Xθ|2
´ 2ϕtϕNtt ¨Xt|Xt|2 ´ 2ϕtϕ
pXtt ¨XtqpXtt ¨Nq
|Xt|4
´ 2ϕθϕ pXtt ¨XtqpXtθ ¨Nq|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´ 2ϕθϕ
pXtt ¨XθqpXθθ ¨Nq
|Xθ|4
´ 2ϕtϕ pXtt ¨XθqpXtθ ¨Nq|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´ ϕ
2
t
Xtt ¨N
|Xt|2 ´ ϕ
2
θ
Xtt ¨N
|Xθ|2 .
(B.22)
Finally, we study the term Mpsq. By definition we have
Mpsq “ rXtθ ` s pϕtθN ` ϕtNθ ` ϕθNt ` ϕNtθqs ¨Nϕpsq, (B.23)
and thus
Mp0q “ Xtθ ¨N . (B.24)
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Differentiating (B.23), exploiting (A.7) and using Lemma B.3, then, after some elementary computa-
tions we get that
M1p0q “ ϕtθ ` ϕNtθ ¨N ´ ϕθXtθ ¨Xθ|Xθ|2 ´ ϕt
Xtθ ¨Xt
|Xt|2 , (B.25)
and
M2p0q “ ´2ϕtϕθ
ˆ
Nθ ¨Xθ
|Xθ|2 `
Nt ¨Xt
|Xt|2
˙
´ 2ϕ2t
Nθ ¨Xt
|Xt|2 ´ 2ϕ
2
θ
Nt ¨Xθ
|Xθ|2
´ 2ϕϕθNtθ ¨Xθ|Xθ|2 ´ 2ϕϕt
Ntθ ¨Xt
|Xt|2 ´ 2ϕtϕ
pXtt ¨NqpXtθ ¨Xtq
|Xt|4
´ 2ϕθϕ pXtθ ¨NqpXtθ ¨Xtq|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´ 2ϕθϕ
pXθθ ¨NqpXtθ ¨Xθq
|Xθ|4
´ 2ϕtϕ pXtθ ¨NqpXtθ ¨Xθq|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ´ ϕ
2
t
pXtθ ¨Nq
|Xt|2 ´ ϕ
2
θ
pXtθ ¨Nq
|Xθ|2 .
(B.26)
At the end, putting together (B.13)–(B.15), (B.17)–(B.18), (B.20)–(B.21), (B.24)–(B.25), exploiting
(A.8)–(A.10) and after some elementary compuations, we get
P p0q “ |Xt|2pXθθ ¨Nq ` |Xθ|2pXtt ¨Nq ,
Qp0q “ 2|Xt|2|Xθ|2 ,
P 1p0q “ ϕ “´4pXtt ¨NqpXθθ ¨Nq ` 4pXtθ ¨Nq2 ´ |Nθ|2|Xt|2 ´ |Nt|2|Xθ|2‰` ϕθθ|Xt|2
` ϕtt|Xθ|2 ´ ϕt
„
´1
2
d|Xθ|2
dt
` 1
2
|Xθ|2
|Xt|2
d|Xt|2
dt

´ ϕθ
„
´1
2
d|Xt|2
dθ
` 1
2
|Xt|2
|Xθ|2
d|Xθ|2
dθ

,
Q1p0q “ ϕ “´4pXtt ¨Nq|Xθ|2 ´ 4pXθθ ¨Nq|Xt|2‰ .
(B.27)
Finally, from (B.11) and (B.27), taking into account that
MpXq “ P p0q
Qp0q “
1
2
ˆ
Xtt ¨N
|Xt|2 `
Xθθ ¨N
|Xθ|2
˙
,
we easily obtain (B.1), and the proof of Proposition B.1 is complete.
Arguing in a similar way, from (B.13)–(B.15), (B.17)–(B.22), (B.24)–(B.26), (A.8)–(A.10) and
after a tedious computation one gets
P 2p0q “ ϕ2t
„
Xθθ ¨N ` 3 pXtt ¨Nq|Xθ|
2
|Xt|2

` ϕ2θ
„
Xtt ¨Nq ` 3 pXθθ ¨Nq|Xt|
2
|Xθ|2

` ϕ2 “6pXθθ ¨Nq|Nt|2 ` 6pXtt ¨Nq|Nθ|2 ´ 12pNt ¨NθqpXtθ ¨Nq‰ ` 4ϕtϕθpXtθ ¨Nq
` ϕϕt
„
´pXtt ¨Nq|Xt|2
d|Xθ|2
dt
` 2 pXθθ ¨Nq|Xt|2
d|Xt|2
dt
´ 2Nθθ ¨Xt ´ 2 pNtt ¨Xtq|Xθ|
2
|Xt|2
´pXtt ¨Nq|Xθ|
2
|Xt|4
d|Xt|2
dt
´ pXtθ ¨Nq|Xθ|2
d|Xθ|2
dθ
´ 3 pXtθ ¨Nq|Xt|2
d|Xt|2
dθ

` ϕϕθ
„
´pXθθ ¨Nq|Xθ|2
d|Xt|2
dθ
` 2 pXtt ¨Nq|Xθ|2
d|Xθ|2
dθ
´ 2Ntt ¨Xθ ´ 2 pNθθ ¨Xθq|Xt|
2
|Xθ|2
´pXθθ ¨Nq|Xt|
2
|Xθ|4
d|Xθ|2
dθ
´ pXtθ ¨Nq|Xt|2
d|Xt|2
dt
´ 3 pXtθ ¨Nq|Xθ|2
d|Xθ|2
dt

´ 4ϕϕθθpXtt ¨Nq ´ 4ϕϕttpXθθ ¨Nq ` 8ϕϕtθpXtθ ¨Nq ,
(B.28)
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Q2p0q “ 4ϕ2t |Xθ|2 ` 4ϕ2θ|Xt|2
` ϕ2 “4|Nt|2|Xθ|2 ` 4|Nθ|2|Xt|2 ` 16pXtt ¨NqpXθθ ¨Nq ´ 16pXtθ ¨Nq2‰ . (B.29)
From (B.12), (B.27), (B.28)–(B.29) and after elementary computations we finally obtain (B.2). ˝
Remark B.4 The computation of the first derivative of Nϕpsq stated in Lemma B.3 turns out to be
useful to justify the weight x´1a in the norm (1.8) up to the first derivatives. More precisely, fixing
a0 P p0, 12 q, assume that there exist ε0 ą 0 and, for every a P r´a0, a0szt0u, a continuous function
ωa “ ωaptq : R Ñ R such that for any ϕ belonging to some convex neighborhood of 0 in C1pR2q,
endowed with its standard norm, one hasˇˇˇˇ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθ
|pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqt ^ pXε,a ` ϕNε,aqθ| ´Nε,a
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ωa|∇ϕ| on R2 . (B.30)
Then there exists a constant C0 ą 0 independent of a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε P p0, ε0q such that
ωa ě C0x´1a . Indeed, writing (B.30) with sϕ instead of ϕ, dividing by |s| and passing to the limit
sÑ 0, by (B.4) we obtain dˆ
ϕθ
|pXε,aqθ|
˙2
`
ˆ
ϕt
|pXε,aqt|
˙2
ď ωa|∇ϕ| .
Then, taking account of (3.12), the conclusion follows.
B.1 An expansion for the second variation of the mean curvature of De-
launay tori
In this subsection we provide an expansion for the second variation of the mean curvature of Delaunay
tori along normal variations.
Proposition B.5 Let a P r´ 1
2
,8qzt0u, ε ą 0 small enough, let Xε,a be the parametrization of a
Delaunary torus given by (3.2) with unit normal Nε,a, and let ϕ P C2pR2q. Then
d2
ds2
rMpXε,a ` sϕNε,aqss“0 “ ϕ2t
ˆ
γa
x4a
˙
` ϕ2θ
ˆ
´γa
x4a
˙
` ϕ2
«ˆ
x2a ` γa
x2a
˙3
`
ˆ
x2a ´ γa
x2a
˙3ff
` 2ϕϕtt
ˆ
x2a ` γa
x2a
˙
` 2ϕϕθθ
ˆ
x2a ´ γa
x2a
˙
` εQε,apϕq,
where
Qε,apϕq “ βp1qε,aϕ2t ` βp2qε,aϕ2θ ` βp3qε,aϕ2 ` βp4qε,aϕtϕθ ` βp5qε,aϕϕt ` βp6qε,aϕϕθ ` βp7qε,aϕϕtt ` βp8qε,aϕϕθθ ` βp9qε,aϕϕtθ
is a quadratic form with doubly-periodic coefficients β
piq
ε,a “ βpiqε,apt, θq, i “ 1, . . . , 9. Moreover, fixing
a0 P p0, 12 q, there exist ε0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for any a P r´a0, a0szt0u and ε P p0, ε0q one has
}x3aβpiqε,a}C0pR2q ď C, @i “ 1, . . . , 9 .
Proof. The result is a straightforward consequence of Proposition B.2, Lemmata 3.5–3.9, taking into
account (1.6), (3.12), (3.46) and (3.47). ˝
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